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ABSTRACT
Negativity is contributing to the numerical decline of the Christian church in
America. Dogmatism, judgmentalism, hypocrisy, and pessimism have added to the image
problem that repels pre-Christians. The common self-critiquing statement of many
Christians, that Christianity has become known more for what it is against than what it is
for, identifies part of the error that has led to the image problem that burdens the
Christian church, but it stops short of diagnosing the full spectrum of the limiting effects
of negativity.
In vision-casting, tone matters, and it’s difficult to trust a sinking ship. Reversing
the judgmental and pessimistic tone of the Christian church will lead to a decline in the
number of people who fear rejection from the church and a decline in the expectation that
the world will be destroyed before long-term discipleship strategies can work. The
positivity that results will produce energy and growth. Optimism is an effective tool in
accomplishing goals, and it is an attribute of successful Christian evangelists.
Pessimism and cynicism have put Christians at a disadvantage in the competition
for souls, but the church is not dying. Worldwide, the church is growing, and it will
continue to grow. Despite the damaging effects of the widespread adoption of
dispensationalism, Christians have reason to be optimistic about the potential of an
American, Christian revival. This work will make the case that optimism for the future of
the Christian church is both warranted and beneficial. It will do so by examining the ideas
and events that have caused pessimism to grow, the effects of pessimism on the church,
the current evangelistic success of Christianity in America, the readiness for young
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people to adopt the mission associated with the gospel message, and the intrinsic benefits
of optimism itself.
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INTRODUCTION:
THE WORLD NEEDS THE CHURCH
After I graduated college, I moved to Olathe, Kansas, one of the fastest-growing
cities in the country, to help my brother plant a church. For over three years, we poured
blood, sweat, tears, and money into that church. We tried everything we could think of to
reach people with the gospel message. However, just a few years into the effort, having
run out of resources, energy, and hope, we closed the church. It was a demoralizing
experience. As a result of that experience, I lost faith in the local church model. Soon
after that, I quit going to church altogether.
After a few years of rebellion against my calling to serve the mission of the local
church, a friend invited me to his church, and I eventually joined that thriving
congregation. Hearing testimonies of life change renewed my excitement about the
potential of the local church. Since then, I have had the opportunity to serve a healthy
church in Gillette, Wyoming that has solidified my belief that the church is God’s plan to
help people respond to the coaxing of the Holy Spirit. No other institution has been able
to or will be able to accomplish tangible change in communities around the world like a
healthy local church.
When a person loses faith in the church’s ability to accomplish the Great
Commission, that person will often give up the mission altogether. Initially, they may
tout a desire to make disciples by other means, but apart from the local church, no
method of evangelism and discipleship has worked on a large, sustainable scale. These
failures lead to doubt, and if there is no hope of success, effort wanes, fingers are pointed,
and defensive bunkers are built. Pessimistic Christians put themselves in bubbles and
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focus on self-preservation. When the mind is clouded by feelings of frustration and
regret, a person’s interpretations of biblical prophecy (a prediction based on a revelation
from God) begin to lean toward the pessimistic possibilities. While there are still some
brave firefighters who will attempt to rescue a few from the flames that have engulfed the
house, they do so with little optimism for widespread success because the pessimistic
firefighters have turned off their hoses.
Positive Psychology
It has been well-documented that a positive mental outlook leads to success. This
dissertation will follow the lead of Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener and use the terms
positive psychology and positive affect to imply a general sense of happiness and
optimism.1 A person who utilizes the benefits of positive psychology will achieve more
than he or she could without them. Sonja Lyubomirsky, author of The How of Happiness,
argues that happy people show “more flexibility and ingenuity in their thinking and are
more productive in their jobs. They are better leaders and negotiators and earn more
money. They are more resilient in the face of hardship, have stronger immune systems,
and are physically healthier. Happy people even live longer.”2 After assessing the results
of research performed by Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener, Shawn Achor concluded that
happiness leads to success in almost every area of life, including marriage, health,

1
Sonja Lyubomirsky, L. King, and E. Diener, “The Benefits of Frequent Positive Affect: Does
Happiness Lead to Success?” Psychological Bulletin 131, no. 6 (2005).
2

Sonja Lyubomirsky, The How of Happiness: A Practical Guide to Getting the Life You Want
(London: Piatkus, 2010), Chapter 1, Kindle.
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friendships, community involvement, creativity, jobs, careers, and businesses.3 Positive
psychology will be a marker of the next great American revival, just as it has been in past
revivals. Christian theologians who deny the hopeful message of Scripture are leading
their Christian followers to unnecessary failure because they doubt the chance of success.
What convinces some people that success is possible in the first place? To
discover why some people were able to persevere and succeed by overcoming seemingly
impossible odds when their pessimistic counterparts gave up, failing to see even simple
solutions, Shawn Achor researched the mindset of people who worked in similar
circumstances but came to different conclusions about perseverance. In Before
Happiness, he writes,
The reason some people were thriving while others—people in the exact same
situation—were stuck in hopelessness, was that they were literally living in
different realities. Some were living in a reality in which happiness and success
seemed possible, despite the obstacles. Others were living in a reality where it
was not. After all, how could someone expect to achieve happiness or success
when stuck in the mindset that neither was possible?4
He concludes that success is only possible if people change their reality—the entire lens
through which they viewed their world—and believe success is possible. Christians who
adopt a positive mental outlook will be more successful in their mission than Christians
who adopt a negative mental outlook.

3
Shawn Achor, The Happiness Advantage: The Seven Principles that Fuel Success and
Performance at Work (New York: Virgin Books, 2011), 41.
4

Shawn Achor, Before Happiness: The 5 Hidden Keys to Achieving Success, Spreading
Happiness, and Sustaining Positive Change (New York: Random House, 2013), xv.
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Pessimistic Attitude
When the number of those people who considered themselves to be Christians
grew large enough in the United States that they could use political means and majority
rule to advance the Christian mission, they gave in to that temptation.5 This caused
Christians to see people disconnected from the Church as the opposition rather than
“sick” people in need of the Savior (Mark 2:17). The desire to see those people in the
way that Jesus saw them led Leonard Sweet to optimistically refer to people who are
disconnected from the Christian church as pre-Christians.6 It is one thing to mourn sin
and pain in the world. Christian tears are necessary and inevitable if they believe biblical
warnings about such sin. Blessed are those who mourn (Matt. 5:4). But this mourning
should not turn into pessimism. About this sort of pessimism, Trevin Wax writes:
An overly pessimistic view of the world leads to a defensive posture. A defensive
posture leads to defensive decision-making. We start making decisions based on
maintenance rather than mission. Holding on to what we have holds us back from
moving forward in faith in the power of the gospel. The gospel blows up
pessimism. If you truly believe the Word of God has authority—that it will
accomplish God’s purpose and will not return empty, if you truly believe that God
has a church and that the gates of hell will not prevail against it, then you fortify
yourself for spiritual battle, not for surviving a spiritual siege.7
Our given mission, or commission, is to “Go into all the world and preach the
gospel to all creation.” (Mark 16:15) And we know that “repentance for the forgiveness
of sins will be preached in [Jesus’] name to all nations.” (Luke 24:47) Now that decline is

5

Collin Hansen, “We Must Not Play by Majority Rules,” The Gospel Coalition, March 1, 2016,
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/we-must-not-play-by-majority-rules/.
6

Leonard Sweet, Soul Tsunami: Sink or Swim in New Millennium Culture (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1999), 50.
7

Trevin Wax, “Pessimistic About the Future? You Need ‘Gospel Bearings,’” The Gospel
Coalition, accessed January 26, 2017, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/trevin-wax/christians-needgospel-bearings-when-pessimism-is-all-the-rage/.
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the trend in the American Christian church, it appears that the dominant Christian
narrative in America today is that living in the last days means that we are doomed to fail
in that mission, although few would admit that is the conclusion to which the narrative
leads. It is depressing to be doomed to failure, and a group doomed to failure doesn’t
have much curb appeal.
A True Story
In 2010, at a time when Christ Community Church (CCC) had become one of the
largest churches in a small suburb in Missouri, their pastor, Caleb, resigned. Jonah, the
pastor who succeeded Caleb, had an attractive personality and an above-average
communication ability, but by 2013, three years after Jonah became the lead pastor, the
average Sunday morning attendance of CCC had declined by more than half. When
denominational leadership recognized the numerical decline, their investigation
uncovered an unfortunate change in tone at CCC. When the church was successfully
reaching many unchurched people with the good news of God’s love, the tone of the
ministry was one of hope and hospitality, but Jonah had become engrossed with the goal
of behavior modification. His sermons focused on the substantial rise of sinfulness in the
world and the need for the church to separate from society. When it was determined that
Jonah’s messages had become too legalistic, the denomination asked Jonah to resign.
After a significant fight, Jonah did leave the church, but he and half of the congregation
of CCC started another church in that same small suburb. The new church was called
Solid Rock Church (SRC). SRC prioritized the pursuit of holy living. Five years later,
due to an internal dispute, the worship pastor of SRC and half of the congregation left
SRC to start a new church in the same suburb. However, after hiring a new pastor,
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prioritizing community involvement, practicing extravagant hospitality, and setting
optimistic evangelism goals, the congregation at CCC experienced growth and energy
like never before.8
Although this may be an extreme case, it is an example of a problem that can
stifle church growth in America. This dissertation will reveal that the positive mental
outlook of CCC is more effective than the pessimism and judgmentalism of SRC.
An Outline
Chapter one will reveal that the American Christian church has an image problem,
and it will begin to show how the adoption of an optimistic message of hope and grace
can reverse that problem. Chapter two will ascertain that pessimism is its own selffulfilling prophecy, and chapter three will show that if the church follows the lead of
optimistic Christian leaders like Jonathan Edwards, it will foster a spirit of excitement for
the future of the Church, rather than feelings of anger and a need for seclusion.9 Chapter
four will demonstrate that in order to be known for what it is for rather than what it is
against, the church should graciously reach out to millennials and Generation Z with
language they can understand, while being less distracted by arguments about secondary
theologies. Finally, chapter five will show that positive psychology itself, which is
inherent to the Christian faith, can help to correct the church’s image problem. The
church must allow a positive mental outlook to open its eyes to the full range of future
evangelistic possibilities.

8

This is a true story, but the names, dates, locations, and some details have been changed in order
to preserve the privacy of those involved.
9

The optimism of Jonathan Edwards will be addressed in the beginning of chapter three.

7
This dissertation will make the case that, while the church in the United States is
numerically in decline, there is much reason for optimism, and that optimism itself could
actually be part of the solution. The church is not dying. Philip Jenkins, in The Next
Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity, argues that Christianity “should enjoy
a worldwide boom in the coming decades” and even in America, “Christianity is very
much alive and well.”10
One of the primary reasons for the church’s decline in America is the church’s
image problem caused by its attitude toward the world and its future (chapter one). That
attitude is partially due to the pessimism that has become prevalent in the Christian
church (chapter two), but a look at church history would suggest that pessimism is not
merited. In fact, the church has experienced revivals on a large scale even when the world
faced terrible times (chapter three). The good news is that our current world, specifically
the youngest generations, is ripe for harvest (chapter four), and optimism, caused by
knowing that there is hope for the future, could actually help the church achieve that hope
(chapter five). A positive mental outlook is at the heart of the solution needed to correct
to the image problem that is causing the decline of the Christian church in America.

10

Philip Jenkins, The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity (Oxford, UK: Oxford
University Press, 2011), 2 and 263.
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CHAPTER 1:
IMAGE PROBLEM
The Church Is Falling Behind
The growth of Christianity in the United States is not keeping pace with the
growth of the population of the United States. A 2012 study from the Pew Forum on
Religion and Public Life states, “One-fifth of the U.S. public—and a third of adults under
30—are religiously unaffiliated today.”11 In a 2015 report called American’s Changing
Religious Landscape, Pew notes, “The Christian share of the U.S. population is declining,
while the number of U.S. adults who do not identify with any organized religion is
growing.”12 That Pew report shows that “those with no religious affiliation, or the
‘nones,’ were increasing at a faster rate than ever before.”13 From 2007 to 2014, the
number of people who categorized themselves as unaffiliated grew from 16.1 percent to
22.8 percent, evangelical Protestants declined by 0.9 percent, Catholicism declined by 3.1
percent, mainline Protestants declined by 3.4 percent, and non-Christian faiths grew by

11

Luis Lugo, “‘Nones’ on the Rise,” Pew Forum, October 9, 2012,
http://www.pewforum.org/2012/10/09/nones-on-the-rise/.
12
Pew Research, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” May 12, 2015,
http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/.
13

Matthew L. Murphy, “Missional Communities: Why They Are Failing and How to Help Them
Thrive” (DMin dissertation, Portland Seminary, 2017), 8.
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1.2 percent.14 Lifeway reports that “as many as 100,000 churches in America are showing
signs of decline toward death.”15
USA Today reports from the American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS),
“there is an eleven percent decrease in those who call themselves Christian. It shows the
biggest growth factor occurring in those who say they have ‘no religion.’ This group
grew from 8.2 percent in 1990 to fifteen percent in 2008.” 16 Even Gallup, whose research
appears to be the most optimistic about the number of people who attend church on a
regular basis because of their surveying methods, admits that the church is not growing as
fast as the population.17
The Church Is Resistible
David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons attribute this decline largely to Christianity’s
“image problem.”18 In fact, the perception of Christians is so bad that in many circles,
simply carrying the label “Christian” labels a person “irrelevant” and an “extremist.”19
This thesis submits that a change in attitude about the future of the church, and therefore

14

Pew Research, “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” America Religion, accessed
December 12, 2015, http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/.
15

Thom S. Rainer, Autopsy of a Deceased Church: 12 Ways to Keep Yours Alive (Nashville: B&H
Publishing Group, 2014), 7.
16

Cathy Lynn Grossman, “Most Religious Groups in USA Have Lost Ground, Survey Finds,”
USA Today, March 17, 2009, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/religion/2009-03-09-american-religionARIS_N.htm.
17

Kelly Shattuck, “7 Startling Facts: An Up Close Look at Church Attendance in America,”
ChurchLeaders, July 19, 2018, https://churchleaders.com/pastors/pastor-articles/139575-7-startling-factsan-up-close-look-at-church-attendance-in-america.html.
18

David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, Unchristian: What a New Generation Really Thinks about
Christianity—And Why It Matters (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2007), Chapter 1, Kindle.
19

David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, Good Faith: Being a Christian When Society Thinks You’re
Irrelavant and Extreme (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2016), 21, Kindle.
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the future of the world, will be part of the solution to this problem. Rather than complain
about the hurdles the church will have to jump to begin to add to the numbers of people
in America who are saved, this dissertation will defend the assertion that optimism for
Church growth will help the Church to achieve that growth. It will contend that the very
cynicism and pessimism that feeds the Church’s image problem are also at the heart of its
failure to find solutions.
It should not be surprising that the unfavorable opinions of people disconnected
from the church have translated into problems in the Church. Thom Shultz, CEO of
Group Publishing, and Joani Shultz, Group’s Chief Creative Officer, write, “We, as the
church, need to admit we don’t look that good. When pre-Christians see us, they’re not
all that attracted to us and wonder why we don’t make some changes. For our own
good—and for their good, too.”20 Dottie Escobedo-Frank concludes in his research,
which focuses largely on The United Methodist Church, that “The United Methodist
Church in America, and the mainline church in America, is facing the biggest problem it
has ever encountered. And whether or not the Church makes the necessary changes will
determine if the gospel continues in this context.”21
Forty-two percent of Americans believe that people of faith are part of the
problem when it comes to what happens in the country today, and even more, forty-six
percent, say that religion is part of the problem.22 Christians have been ruled out by many

20

Thom Schultz, Why Nobody Wants to Go to Church Anymore: And How 4 Acts of Love Will
Make Your Church Irresistible (Loveland, CO: Group Publishing, 2013), Chapter 1, Kindle.
21
Dottie Escobedo-Frank, “The Church Revolution from the Edge” (DMin dissertation, Portland
Seminary, 2012).
22

Kinnaman and Lyons, Good Faith, 13.
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when it comes to finding solutions to the nation’s problems. “Today only one-fifth of
U.S. adults strongly believe that clergy are a credible source of wisdom and insight when
it comes to the most important issues of our day.”23 Pre-Christians don’t necessarily have
a problem with pastors or priests, but they don’t see the incites of clergy as “relevant to
living real life.”24 Many pre-Christians are not aware that some of the “essential
instructions of our society emerged from the Christian worldview.”25
David Kinnaman, a researcher for the Barna Group, and Gabe Lyons spent two
years researching and conducting thousands of interviews to determine the cause of the
image problem behind the decline in Christian church participation in the United States.
According to their research, “Many of those outside of Christianity, especially younger
adults, have little trust in the Christian faith, and esteem for the lifestyle of Christ
followers is quickly fading among pre-Christians. They admit their emotional and
intellectual barriers go up when they are around Christians, and they reject Jesus because
they feel rejected by Christians.”26
It is tempting to ignore the intensity with which the younger generations hold
these views, but, considering its calling to actively engage the ideas of culture in order to
win them for Christ, the Church must take it upon itself to understand their perspectives.
What has the Church done to cause young people to feel “rejected by Christians”? PreChristians “think the church no longer represents what Jesus had in mind, that

23

Kinnaman and Lyons, Good Faith, 13.

24

Kinnaman and Lyons, Good Faith, 29.

25

Kinnaman and Lyons, Good Faith, 33.

26

Schultz, Why Nobody Wants to Go to Church Anymore, 90.
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Christianity in our society is not what it was meant to be.”27 Even many within the
Church would agree with that judgment. This dissertation will attempt to explain how
Christians can change the perspective of pre-Christians by changing the outlook of the
average Christian. Christians can learn to sympathize with the conclusions of preChristians rather than cynically condemn their opinions. Too often, Christians send
repelling messages with their judgmentalism (overly critical or moralistic behavior),
cynicism, and pessimism. Pessimism about the likelihood of influencing a change in a
person’s life or cynicism about that person’s desire to discover truth causes some
Christians to view pre-Christians with disdain rather than with care and hope.
Engaging Communication
The current struggles of the American church have been intensified by its failure
to communicate effectively. The church’s inability to reach the youngest generation is not
only a result of the generation’s resistance to organized religion. It is also due to the
church’s inability to speak in a tone they will hear.28 “The missional community is to
incarnate the kingdom of God into the particular context in which God has called
them.”29 In Viral: How Social Media is Poised to Ignite Revival, Leonard Sweet writes,
“The primary missional challenge of the church will be to incarnate the gospel in a
Google world.”30 This challenge is compounded by the complexity of the Google culture.

27

Schultz, Why Nobody Wants to Go to Church Anymore, 161.

28

Kinnaman, You Lost Me, 39.

29

Murphy, “Missional Communities,” 14.

30

Leonard Sweet, Viral: How Social Networking Is Poised to Ignite Revival (Colorado Springs:
WaterBrook Press, 2012), Introduction, Kindle.
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Alan Hirsch says, “As communication technology increases, the number of subcultures
increases which causes more barriers to communicating the gospel.”31 Within each
subculture are people in various stages of readiness to hear the gospel. The Church must
learn to share its faith with pre-Christians of all kinds: with uninterested individuals
(agnostics), interested faith shoppers (including the effort to compete with non-Christian
faiths), and skeptics who aggressively object to the gift Christians offer pre-Christians.
That Google world Sweet writes about will not hear us unless we alter their
perception of us. Kinnaman and Lyons say, “The primary reason outsiders32 feel hostile
toward Christians, and especially conservative Christians, is…our ‘swagger,’ how we go
about things and the sense of self-importance we project.”33 In their exploration of
thousands of outsiders’ impressions, they discovered that “Christians are primarily
perceived for what they stand against. [They] have become famous for what [they]
oppose, rather than what [they] are for.”34 The church’s cynical attitude about the
behavior of pre-Christians causes its communication to be perceived primarily as
judgmental. Pre-Christians believe Christians don’t like them because of “what they do,
how they look, or what they believe. They feel minimized—or worse, demonized—by
those who love Jesus.”35 In their national survey, they found the three most common

31

Alan Hirsch, “Missional Velocity,” Vimeo, April 29, 2010, 47:01, https://vimeo.com/11320693.

32
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perceptions of present-day Christianity are antihomosexual (an image held by 91 percent
of young outsiders), judgmental (87 percent), and hypocritical (85 percent). These “big
three” are followed by the following negative perceptions, embraced by a majority of
young adults: “old-fashioned, too involved in politics, out of touch with reality,
insensitive to others, boring, not accepting of other faiths, and confusing.”36 That survey
was completed over ten years ago, and in Good Faith, Kinnaman and Lyons point out
that perceptions of those surveyed over ten years ago “were a prediction of the crisis
today.”37
The antihomosexual conversation is of primary importance to the youngest
generations, and the church must take much care in its response. The homophobic
language of many Christians and the delayed response to the LGBT question by others
has caused divisions within the church and between the church and pre-Christians. Too
often, same-sex attraction and gay sex were lumped together, which caused unnecessary
confusion and pain.38 This is a conversation the church has to get right.
The numbers get even more discouraging when a person considers children within
the Church. Young adults who regularly attend church hold these same negative
perceptions.
Four out of five young churchgoers say that Christianity is antihomosexual; half
describe it as judgmental, too involved in politics, hypocritical, and confusing;
one-third believe their faith is old-fashioned and out of touch with reality; and
one-quarter of young Christians believe it is boring and insensitive to others.
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These are significant proportions of young people in Christian churches who raise
objections to the motivation, attitudes, and image of modern Christianity.39
Christ came from the Father “full of grace and truth.” (John 1:14) These perceptions are
the results of an overemphasis on truth rather than a healthy balance of grace and truth.
Young pre-Christians look for Christians who reflect the gracious fruits of the spirit, not
Christians who look first to judge and condemn. Perhaps it is time that the Church stops
defending its way of communicating the gospel message and accepts that it has earned
these negative perceptions.
In 1996, the Barna Group released the report “Christianity Has a Strong Positive
Image Despite Fewer Active Participants,” which showed that both insiders and outsiders
respected Christians. According to the study, 85 percent of outsiders, including the
youngest generations, were “favorable toward Christianity’s role in society.”40 But in
unChristian, Kinnaman and Lyons write, “That was then. Now, a decade later, the image
of the Christian faith has suffered a major setback. Our most recent data show that young
outsiders have lost much of their respect for the Christian faith. These days nearly two
out of every five young outsiders (38 percent) claim to have a ‘bad impression of presentday Christianity.’”41 They discovered that
One-third of young outsiders said that Christianity represents a negative image
with which they would not want to be associated. Furthermore, one out of every
six young outsiders (17 percent) indicates that he or she maintains ‘very bad’
perceptions of the Christian faith. Though these hard-core critics represent a
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minority of young outsiders, this group is at least three times larger than it was
just a decade ago.42
In addition to this, “outsiders express the most opposition toward evangelicals.
Among those aware of the term ‘evangelical,’ the views are extraordinarily negative (49
percent [have a negative perception of the word] to 3 percent [have a positive perception
of the word]). Disdain for evangelicals among the younger set is overwhelming and
definitive.”43
These perceptions of outsiders are now affecting the actions and ideas of young
insiders. “Two-thirds of young born-again Christians say they believe that most outsiders
have a negative image of Christianity. Another one-third admit that the way Christians
act and the things they say make them embarrassed to be a Christian.”44 Young Christians
are also sensitive to the way in which Christians engage a broken world and are
often frustrated by the poor image that Christianity has. [Kinnaman and Lyons
write that] many young believers say that in some circumstances they are
reluctant to admit they are Christians. They don’t fear being unpopular, but they
feel that raising the Christian flag would actually undermine their ability to
connect with people and to maintain credibility with them. This is a major
indictment of unChristian faith, that to bring those around them closer to Christ,
they must distance themselves from the current “branding” of Christianity.45
Part of the problem is that “a generation of young Christians believes that the
churches in which they were raised are not safe and hospitable places to express
doubts.”46 Why, then, would they trust the church to treat pre-Christians with hospitality?
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They have heard the cliché talking heads of the older generations to their honest
questions, and they appear to them to be inauthentic.47 It’s no wonder that American
teens are among the most religiously active Americans, but “American twentysomethings
are the least religiously active.”48 They are not only leaving because they were not
discipled correctly. They are also leaving because they don’t want to be associated with
the church. They are not necessarily walking away from faith, but they are walking away
from the church.49
A quality rebranding would bring energy to the church. It would help the Church
reach new, young believers and keep the young believers it has. Although they may be
ashamed of the reputation of the Church, they are not ashamed of Jesus. Kinnaman and
Lyon’s research found thousands of young people who want “nothing more than to
elevate the relevance of Jesus to our culture.”50
A contributor to this problem is found in the common belief among Christians
that there has been a dramatic increase in human sinfulness, and that sinfulness is
evidence that Christ will soon return.51 This belief has caused many to interpret the
resistance of pre-Christians as an inevitable next step in the fulfillment of prophecy,
rather than a problem that needs to be corrected. If pre-Christians are resistant, they are
too often discarded as unchosen by advocates of election and declared stuck in their sin
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by others. Rather than love relentlessly and offer extravagant, graceful hospitality, those
Christians are quick to label a skeptic or a prodigal as a “lost cause.” This mentality has
become recognizable to pre-Christians and translates into resistance and complaints about
hypocrisy and judgmentalism.
Cynicism and Disunity is Unappealing
“Pessimism” is not the only antonym of “optimism” listed in Webster’s
dictionary. “Cynicism” is there as well.52 Too often, the initial response to an idea that
challenges Christians is dogmatic cynicism rather than curiosity. In the past, as Christians
searched for methods to justify the disconnect between their pessimistic expectations of
the church and the apparent growth of the church, they chose secondary theologies to
exclude people from their church who called themselves Christians. A Baptist pastor
once told me that Christians who don’t believe in a literal, seven-day creation are not
actually Christians. The infighting about ideas like these is terribly unattractive to preChristians. Who would want to be adopted into a family that fights all the time?
Cynicism shouldn’t be allowed to repel pre-Christians, and it must not be allowed
to keep Christians from optimistic partnership with people who share core beliefs.
Leonard Sweet writes,
Because I suspect some of our 22nd century kids may live to be 170, I looked at
what the church was talking about 170 years ago. In my tribe (Methodist), one of
the biggest issues consuming local churches in 1847 was “promiscuous seating”
at church, by which they meant the radical notion that families (including
children) could sit together in worship, not just separate seating for women and
children on one side of the church, and men on the other. In 1847 it was causing
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splits in churches and charges of heresy, tearing apart communities, causing civil
war in families, and wasn’t “resolved” until the 1852 general conference. So I
wonder…how many of our holy hullabaloos today will look just as ridiculous 100
or 150 or 170 years from now as this holy hullabaloo back then?53
If Christians are distracted, fighting among themselves, how will they learn to set
an example of hospitality and progress to the rest of the world? The Church uses
examples like the refusal of hospitality in 2 John and 3 John to stop the teachers of false
doctrine in order to create divisions based on minute theological differences, but New
Testament history “is full of fruitful dialogue and debate between sisters and brothers of
good faith who wrestled with each other’s views and profited from the open dialogue in
the end.”54
There are times that the persistent teaching of a gospel that is contrary to the
gospel taught by Jesus Christ must be rejected. In Galatians 1:9, Paul abandons his
regular hospitable approach to say, “As we have already said, so now I say again: If
anybody is preaching to you a gospel other than what you accepted, let them be under
God’s curse!” There is a time to offer hospitality and a time to refuse it, but too many
Christians have erred on the side of division and judgment rather than hospitality and
dialogue in order to win internal squabbles that serve no purpose but to bolster personal
pride. The divisions that have resulted from these disagreements have fractured the
church into many segments and denominations that people are forced to choose between
in order to join the Christian church movement in America.
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In The Paradox of Choice, Barry Schwartz makes the case that having too many
options actually causes people to be more hesitant to make a choice.55 People who go to
purchase something, but are faced with too many options, avoid purchasing. This
problem is compounded when the people offering the various choices claim there is
something wrong with the other options being offered.56 The Christian church in America
is at a minimum failing to keep up with population growth. Could that be, in part,
because pre-Christians assume that the many options (or versions) of Christianity imply
that there is no singular truth, despite what most of them claim? Could it also be that
Christian leaders have become most passionate about ideas and secondary theologies that
most people don’t care about?
Leonard Sweet also writes, “Better to be wrong about something big than right
about trivialities...Every person who has revolutionized history has not spent their time
arguing over trivialities, but dared to declare big dreams and decrees. And every one
(Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Wesley, etc.) was wrong about something big.”57 A
majority of Church leaders would agree that there are too many denominations in
Christianity, but they continue to hold tight to the secondary theologies that caused many
of the denominational divides in the first place. The topics of argument are tedious, but
they stick to their guns while claiming that they are protecting their parishioners from a
slippery slope. When did it become the Church’s job to be the arbiter and keeper of all
facts? When did it become the Church’s job to tell people what conclusions they can and
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cannot come to in their search for truth? The Christian mandate is to make disciples, but
the desire to have huddles of people bunkered together who all have the exact same
beliefs has hindered the church’s ability to reach people who would otherwise become
those disciples.
In the experience of this writer, people who have chosen sides on the largest
number of minute theologies are often the most hostile toward pre-Christians. Perhaps
it’s time to choose fewer battles and focus on the mandate, and if it’s politics,
bureaucracy, or money that keeps sects from uniting, priorities need to change.
Hospitality
What is it about Christians that make pre-Christians think so negatively about
them? One contributing factor is the hostility they believe Christians have toward their
ideas. In God Space, Doug Pollock writes, “Essentially, we are sending the culture this
message: Not only do we not endorse your point of view, we also don’t accept you. This
lack of acceptance crushes opportunities for spiritual conversations.”58 Jesus Christ was
able to walk with sinners without repelling them with judgment. Instead, He showed
them extravagant hospitality and grace that led them to repentance.
The alternative to the common habit of prideful hardheadedness is persistent
hospitality and grace that agrees to disagree and works together without full agreement.
Jesus, knowing that Judas would betray Him, washed Judas’ feet and said, “Now that I,
your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash one another’s feet.”
(John 13:14) Hospitality was of prime importance to the early Christians. The church was
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even spoken of as “God’s household.” (1 Tim. 3:15) It is not surprising, then, that early
Christians welcomed “traveling Christians, itinerant preachers, and other strangers into
the church.”59 Hospitality was not only a method for welcoming diverse ideas. It was also
the means through which they exercised charitable activity within the fellowship of the
local church and within the larger context of their community.
Infighting in the church has caused Christians to lose sight of what the world has
long known about the importance of hospitality to success. While Christians bunkered
down in church basements and huddled up to form a plan to attack everyone who
disagreed with them, society made the world a better place. Could it be that the influence
of the Judeo-Christian ethic working itself into society is what, at least in part, made the
freedom found in American society so revolutionary? The Christian church was once a
leader in caring for foreigners (even those with opposing beliefs), advancing medical
science and care, increasing education, and housing the homeless.60 Much of that has now
been transferred primarily to the government. The inconsistency between the way
Christians attempt to make disciples and the way Jesus made disciples makes Christians
look disconnected from Jesus.
The Church should not blame pre-Christians for their view of the Church. Their
views are influenced by the hypocrisy and judgmentalism of the Church, but they are also
influenced by their fallen nature. It should be no surprise that pre-Christians are resistant
to the gospel message (2 Tim. 3:2). We don’t blame a lion for killing a zebra. We don’t
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blame babies for crying in church, but we have discovered strategies to counteract the
distractions of babies crying in church. Dr. Thomas Sowell says, we don’t blame “plane
crashes on gravity. Certainly, planes wouldn’t crash if it wasn’t for gravity. But when
thousands of planes fly millions of miles every day without crashing, explaining why a
particular plane crashed because of gravity gets you nowhere.”61 Gravity is a constant.
Resistance of pre-Christians to Christ is a constant, but that does not mean that the
Church owns none of the blame for their resistance. The Church also cannot blame its
lack of growth on the resistance of pre-Christians unless it believes the Holy Spirit has
stopped preparing hearts for the gospel message. The effective Church counters
resistance with grace, truth, and hospitality.
It would also be easy for Christians to dismiss the judgments of pre-Christians,
condemning them as unchosen or lost to the inevitable fall of man. This argument could
be made by quoting 2 Corinthians 4:4, “The god of this age has blinded the minds of
unbelievers, so that they cannot see the light of the gospel that displays the glory of
Christ, who is the image of God,” but relegating pre-Christians as lost causes would be
removing ourselves from the world when we were called to be “in the world” (John
17:14-61). Christians have not been given the mandate to judge who has been blinded
and who has not, but we have been given the joyful directive to offer Christian hospitality
to the whole world. The Christian church is called to extravagant hospitality.
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Come as You Are
Rather than condemn them for their sinful behavior, Jesus ate with sinners, while
the Pharisees separated themselves from them and criticized them (Mark 2). Instead of
teaching them not to drink too much alcohol, Jesus provided more wine to the people at
the wedding in Cana (John 2). Rather than condemn them for worshiping an idol to an
“unknown god,” Paul met the religious leaders on common ground when He told them on
Mars Hill about the almighty God (Acts 17). If we follow the example of Jesus and His
disciples, it would appear that to be in relationship with Jesus is to be in relationship with
the world.
Romans 12:13-21 says,
Share with the Lord’s people who are in need. Practice hospitality. Bless those
who persecute you; bless and do not curse. Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn
with those who mourn. Live in harmony with one another. Do not be proud, but
be willing to associate with people of low position. Do not be conceited. Do not
repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of
everyone. If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with
everyone. Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath,
for it is written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord. On the
contrary: “If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something
to drink. In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head.” Do not be
overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good.
The human conflict is that although in our core we are the same, on the surface
we create barriers and conditions for sharing and receiving love. According to Jesus’
example, we are called to welcome all people and challenge ourselves to love one another
because we are more alike than we are different. In his letter to the Philippians, Paul
writes,
Don’t be selfish; don’t try to impress others. Be humble, thinking of others as
better than yourselves. Don’t look out only for your own interests, but take an
interest in others, too. You must have the same attitude that Christ Jesus had.
Though he was God, he did not think of equality with God as something to cling
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to. Instead, he gave up his divine privileges; he took the humble position of a
slave and was born as a human being. When he appeared in human form, he
humbled himself in obedience to God and died a criminal’s death on a cross (Phil.
2:3-8).
The churches in America that have truly adopted a mission that invites people to
“come as you are” or “belong before you believe” have seen numerical growth.62 Rather
than confronting people with cynicism, these churches allow people to bring their ideas
with them to church. Andy Stanley says the church is in the environment-creating
business, building on-ramps for people to begin their journey with Jesus Christ.63 “While
those of us in the church may believe we offer good on-ramps for everyone, this is not the
word on the street,” according to author Doug Pollock, in his book God Space. “For
many who grew up outside the walls of the church, going to church is a scary
proposition.”64 Christian churches would be wise to deal with the opinions of preChristians in a graceful, Christlike manner that engages culture with respect and love, but
it will take a change in approach to change the perception that the church is full of
cynical, judgmental people, because our previous actions have at least indirectly
contributed to these perceptions.
What were those previous actions? In boycotting, protesting, and demonizing
everything it didn’t like, Christians looked like negative, angry people. It forgot the joy
that should come with salvation and instead prioritized chastity, poverty, separateness,
and self-righteousness (disguised as holiness), and, perhaps the most harmful of all, over-
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spiritualized sacred tradition. The gospel is good news, but the Christian church made it
look like bad news.
Analyzing the Data
A Closer Look
This chapter opened with a statement about Christianity in America falling
behind. The following is a list of some additional statistics that back up this claim. These
statistics are taken from a speech given by Scott Thumma, titled “A Health Checkup of
U.S. Churches,” delivered at the Future of the Church Summit on October 22, 2012 in
Loveland, Colorado:
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are as many as 200,000 American churches in various stages of stagnation
or decline, according to the latest statistics. Every year more than 4,000 of them
close their doors forever.65
Churchgoers are getting older, on average, than the general population. The
younger the generation, the higher the percentage that reports they are unaffiliated
with a church.66
Church attendance is shrinking. While 40 percent of Americans say they attend
church every week, the actual number is more like 20 percent.67
Four out of five Americans say they’re sure God exists and identify themselves
with a faith group. But less than half of them ever attend church.68
Within five years, the percentage of congregations characterized by “high
spiritual vitality” dropped from about 43 percent in 2005 to 28 percent in 2010.69
Giving is down in recent years—part of an ongoing decline.70
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•
•

Every year, 2.7 million church members fall into inactivity.71
Half of all churches in the U.S. did not add any new members to their ranks
between 2010 and 2012.72
In interpreting these facts, there are some statistical illusions to consider. The

growth of some large churches may skew the numbers of church attendance.73 It is not a
coincidence that the states whose church attendance are coming closest to keeping pace
with population growth are the states with some of the largest churches in the country:
Hawaii, Arkansas, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and Tennessee.74 The fact that people who
attend a megachurch are less likely to attend on an “every week” basis may skew
attendance numbers. If people attend less often, the average total attendance may decline
while the number of people who attend on a fairly regular basis might stay the same or
even increase. This problem is compounded by the reality that most churches do not take
attendance. Most churches rely on a headcount rather than track the frequency of an
individual’s attendance.
On the other hand, the problem may be worse than it appears because many
individuals claim to attend church more often than they actually do, and many people
claim to go to church who actually do not. Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves, authors of the
“National Congregations Study,” call this the “the halo effect.”75 The halo effect is the
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difference between what people tell pollsters and what people actually do. Kelly Shattuck
points out that “Americans tend to over-report socially desirable behavior like voting and
attending church and under-report socially undesirable behavior like drinking.”76
Most of this research shows that much of the church’s decline is due to a mass
exodus of the younger generations from regular church attendance. Bob Allen, editor of
Baptist News Global, offers this summery of research concerning young adults’ church
attendance habits:
Young adults are leaving the church in record numbers, and experts wonder how
many of them are ever coming back. LifeWay Research found seven in 10
Protestants ages 18 to 30 who went to church regularly in high school quit
attending by age 23. A third of those had not returned by age 30. That means
about one-fourth of young Protestants have left the church. The Barna Group says
six in 10 young people will leave the church permanently or for an extended
period starting at age 15. The 2012 Millennial Values Survey…found college-age
millennials are 30 percent more likely than the general population to be
religiously unaffiliated…Just one in four says he or she attends religious services
at least once a week, while 43 percent say they seldom or never attend. Nearly
half of younger millennials still live with their parents, but those who live at home
are no more likely to attend church than those who do not…Pollsters fear current
trends signal more than sowing wild oats…Research suggests the main reason for
disengaging from religion is…their faith simply does not seem relevant or
important to their daily lives.77
There is another group of individuals leaving the church, those individuals who
are not leaving faith in Jesus Christ but have determined that the church is not the best
place to learn, fellowship, and worship. For these people, podcasts, online church, social
media, and the rapidly growing worship music industry have served as a church
replacement. A Barna study showed that “eighty-eight percent of adults say their faith is
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important to them, but most choose not to grow their faith in church.”78 And when you
consider the importance of church to churchgoers, “nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of
people in the United States are open to pursuing their faith in an environment that’s
different from a typical church.”79 Shultz says, “Last weekend most people in America
avoided church. And a sizable portion who did make it to church wished they were
somewhere else.”80 This could be largely because only “44 percent of people who attend
church every week say they regularly experience God at church.”81
“Reveal,” a study conducted by the Willow Creek Association, concluded that
spiritually mature members were among the most likely people to report they are
considering leaving the church.82 Rodney Bertholet, in his research about the state of the
Church, concluded that this church decline is an “epidemic of shocking proportions” that
“demands a verdict, as it looks metaphorically like dead bones scattered all over the
valley. Not only are these dead bones ugly to look at, but it also makes Christianity
appear weak and ineffective.”83 The American Christian church has the tools and calling
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to meet the spiritual needs of the culture it has planted itself in, but feedback implies that
we are not doing our job.
The Well Curve
A caveat is warranted in this discussion. It is true that overall church participation
numbers are declining, but a few studies may give reason for optimism within the
statistics. A 2017 Harvard Study shows that the decline in religious affiliation in America
can be attributed to the secularization of the people who were “moderately religious.”84 In
other words, many of those people who are “lukewarm” have been compelled to leave the
church (Rev. 3:15-17). The people who in the past claimed “not strong affiliation” have
begun to claim “no affiliation,” but the percent of people who claim “strong affiliation”
has actually increased over the past 35 years.85
In 2008, Leonard Sweet, in his book Aqua Church 2.0, used future-minded
semiotics to see that the “normal distribution curve” is no longer a “Bell Curve” but a
“Well Curve.”86 A well curve is a graph with the opposite shape of a bell curve. Chad
Hall points out that televisions are simultaneously getting larger (flat screen televisions)
and smaller (cell phones). Stores are getting larger (superstores) and smaller (boutiques).
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People are eating more healthful food (Whole Foods) and more fast food (Chick-Fil-A).87
Whether you look at politics, business, or the church, people are fleeing the middle
ground, and, in order to minister to this world, the church must take ministry “to the
edges, not to the center” where the best-of-both-world solutions are.88 The thriving
churches are the smallest and largest churches, and the dedicated are becoming more
dedicated as the less-dedicated leave. The moderate church is disappearing, but is that a
bad thing?
Looking South
There are plenty of reasons for concern for Christianity in America, but the
growth of Christianity in the global south could be the best news to Christian growth
advocates. Timothy C. Tennent says, “the church is experiencing unprecedented growth
outside the West, far away from the traditional centers of theological reflection.”89 Philip
Jenkins, in The Next Christendom: The Coming of Global Christianity, argues that “until
recently, the overwhelming majority of Christians have lived in White nations,” making it
appear to be the religion of the haves.90 Recently, though, the numbers have shifted. The
largest Christian communities are now in the south. “The center of gravity in the
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Christian world has shifted inexorably southward, to Africa, Asia, and Latin America.”91
If Christians even maintain their current share of the populations of the southern
countries, the number of Christians in the world will soon drastically increase because
those countries are growing at such a rapid rate. The face of Christianity is changing, but
it appears to be in good hands. The skin color of the average Christian is getting darker,
and Christianity is becoming more Pentecostal and traditional.92 The Muslim church is
reaping much of the rewards of the rapid growth of the African population, but Jenkins
argues that in terms of reproduction rates, the Christian church is outpacing the Islamic
people.93 Publishers Weekly reports, “In a meticulously researched study, Jenkins
examines the reasons that Christian churches are booming in these countries. One of the
main reasons, he argues, is that Christianity in these developing nations focuses less on
doctrine and church politics and more on the ways that religion weaves itself into daily
life.”94
New Local Churches
Every year, Christians send millions of dollars and some of our bravest and best
leaders to start new local churches. How has this strategy worked? Most of us who find
ourselves concerned with matters of Church growth have heard the statistic that 80
percent of church plants fail. That statistic is often quoted but rarely cited. No reliable
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source has been found by this writer to prove the validity of that statistic; however, there
are a few statistics that imply that it is false.
Ed Stetzer from LifeWay Research challenges the claims of the Acts 29 Network
that 80 percent of church planting attempts fail in the first year and The Purpose Driven
brochure in claiming that over 70 percent of local church startups fail in the first year. He
claims that these statistics are unfounded.95 His research shows that 99 percent of church
plants survive the first year, 92 percent the second year, 81 percent the third year, and 68
percent the fourth year.96 These statistics are encouraging, but are these numbers good
enough to change the course of the American church decline?
Even considering the more optimistic statistics, after conducting his research,
John Hinkle concludes that, “for years denominational leaders have attempted to address
[the church’s] waning of influence by establishing lofty goals for new church plants or
imposing unrealistic, evangelical church membership drives, both with little success in
the longer term.”97 In fact, “despite the work and heightened emphasis [on church
planting], the research nevertheless uncovers that many denominations have yet to realize
a net growth rate, even while seeing record levels of church planting.”98 Church leaders
have heard talk of exponential growth that will result from local church startups, but “in
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spite of increased interest in church planting ventures, there has yet to be a documented
church planting movement which involves the rapid multiplication of churches rather
than the simple addition of churches.”99
In the Future
Another reason for optimism is that spirituality is important to young adults. The
thirst for God is still there. “How could it not be,” says Schultz, “when the profoundest
human questions—Why does the universe exist rather than nothing? How did humanity
come to be on this remote blue speck of a planet? What happens to us after death?—
remain as pressing and mysterious as they’ve always been?”100 Later in his writing, he
expounds on this idea when he says, “Consider these encouraging statistics: 91 percent
say they believe in God. 88 percent say faith is important.”101 The polls show a huge
majority of Americans still believe in a Higher Power. “But the need for new
questioning—of Christian institutions as well as ideas and priorities—is as real as the
crisis is deep.”102 The real challenge enters this equation when we recognize that most
young adults consider spirituality just one element of a successful, eclectic life. “Fewer
than one out of ten young adults mention faith as their top priority.”103
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The deficit of young adult talent, energy, and visioneering in the church today
exists even though most of those who avoid church today attended a Christian church
when they were younger.104 Even though more than 90 percent of Americans say they
believe in God, Barna reports that most of them avoid church.105 According to Barna,
more than 50 percent say a growing number of people they know “are tired of the usual
type of church experience.”106 Sixty-four percent say that they are open to carrying out
and pursuing their faith in an environment or structure that differs from that of typical
church. And 75 percent say they believe that “God is motivating people to stay connected
with Him, but in different ways and through different types of experiences than in the
past.”107
Christians Hold the Keys to Meaning
After living a life of wealth and plenty, Matthew recognized that the things of this
world will fade away. He quotes Jesus, saying, “Do not store up for yourselves treasures
on earth, where moths and vermin destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store
up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where moths and vermin do not destroy, and where
thieves do not break in and steal” (Matt. 6:19-20). When the world attempts to offer
meaning, it inevitably offers a perishing good that will soon disappoint its recipient. One
of the elementary principles of the Christian faith is that only God offers lasting meaning.
Here’s what Shawn Achor says about meaning:
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If the mental map you are using lacks meaning markers, it is incomplete and
inaccurate and can lead you astray. Meaning markers are quite simply those
things in your life that matter to you: career advancement, a new business, your
kid’s admission to a desired school, better health, your faith, and so on. No matter
what goal or challenge you set for yourself, if you want to be able to channel your
full range of intelligences toward achieving it, your personal meaning markers
should be points on your mental path. So, if you’re currently finding your work
less meaningful, your obstacles less surmountable, or your goals less attainable,
chances are you need to redraw your mental map. Truth be told, we could all
really use help finding more meaning in our lives. In The Happiness Advantage, I
defined happiness as “the joy we feel moving toward our potential.” A lack of
meaning in our reality robs us not only of that joy, but also our ability to use our
multiple intelligences to increase our success, but as we have seen, a high IQ or
EQ alone won’t help us find meaning along our paths.108
The Christian faith has the “help” that Achor is looking for, and that will never change.
This should be a source of logical optimism for the Christian church.
Considering the Future
Some discouraging numbers and thoughts have been documented in this
dissertation because the church needs a reality check. Only then will it begin to
understand the pit it is in and find a way to get out of it, but the church is not in danger of
death. It is built on the solid rock of Jesus Christ, and “the gates of Hades will not
conquer it” (Matt. 16:18). The church is in desperate need of a new generation of
optimistic leaders who will change the landscape of Christian ministry in America. This
dissertation will provide a potential method of course correction, beginning with a shift in
perspective by way of theological and attitude correction. Speculative eschatological
views that lead Christians to disdain the world they live in, pessimism about the future of
the Christian church, and cynicism about the potential adoption of pre-Christians have
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had an unintended, negative impact on the Church’s ability to fulfill its Great
Commission.
The next chapter will discuss the effects pessimism and cynicism have had on
church growth. A coach who knows the inevitability of loss should be without even an
inkling of doubt that failure is inevitable before she delivers that bad news to her team, if
the news is necessary at all. Otherwise, the news itself is likely to cause the feared,
negative outcome. Jesus will return, and although humans don’t know what His return
will look like, “it won’t be just to extract cowering saints from the rubble of a forsaken
planet, [and] it won’t be to evacuate a bunch of me-focused consumers so [they] can live
on a cloud.”109 To see Paul’s description of Christians going to the clouds to welcome
their king back to earth as a description of an evacuation is, at best, simply an assumption
(1 Thess. 4:16-17).
Eschatology is the study of the future of the world and the destiny of humanity;
therefore, conversations about pessimism and optimism depend largely on eschatological
predictions. This dissertation will not select and defend a single eschatological theory, but
a conversation about the role pessimistic eschatology has played in contributing to the
church’s image problem is warranted. The pessimism that chilling predictions of future
terror produces leads conservative evangelicals in America to militant bunkering rather
than energized evangelizing.
The church’s eschatological communication should reflect the discernment of
John. In a world prone to publicly share every thought on social media, it seems absurd to
believe someone could keep a revelation from God secret, but John of Patmos did just
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that when he said, “And when the seven thunders spoke, I was about to write; but I heard
a voice from heaven say, ‘Seal up what the seven thunders have said and do not write it
down’” (Rev. 10:4) In this present age, we will not know the contents of that revelation,
but the censoring itself teaches a lesson in the effects of communication. It is strongly
unlikely that the message of the seven thunders revealed the accuracy of premillennial
dispensationalism (the version of premillennialism that includes a seven-year period of
tribulation between the second coming of Jesus and the millennium), and it is possible
that the disclosure of the thunders’ message would have caused more failure than success.
About this censoring Joshua McNall writes, “The command seems somewhat odd, since
John is elsewhere ordered to ‘Write’ what he has seen, regardless of its strange or
controversial content. Yet in this one instance, just as he is about to click the button
labeled ‘Publish,’ the voice of God chimes in—‘Don’t do it!’”110 The proponents of
theologies that lead to belief in an inevitable decline in Christian discipleship, conspiracy
theories of an antichrist around every corner, and the futility of graceful moral correction
are given the option to practice similar restraint.
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CHAPTER 2:
PESSIMISM AND CYNICISM
Why All the Pessimism?
Anxiety levels in Americans are rising.1 People are worried about the future, and,
although almost all of the evidence shows otherwise, they feel like things are getting
worse. Evan Osnos of the New Yorker reports that preoccupation with the apocalypse is
flourishing from groups of religious doomsayers to Silicon Valley.2 Some people expect
future disaster to come about as a result of technology. Some blame the media, the stock
market, or the government. Others point their fingers at nuclear weapon stockpiles or
global warming.
In an important statement about pessimistic Christians, Trevin Wax, author of
This Is Our Time, writes,
Every generation believes that things are getting worse when compared to the
past. Every generation adopts, at some level, a variation of the myth of decline or
the myth of progress… In the church, we are tempted to scour the annals of
church history looking for the pinnacle of better times, from which we have fallen
and now must reclaim. Perhaps it’s the early church, the Golden Age of the
ecumenical creeds, the Reformation and Puritan era, or the revivals of North
America. Whatever point in time we pick, we contrast ourselves to our ancestors
and feel as if we’ve fallen from those heights. The world, and too often the
church, is getting worse, we say. But all of this is a myth.3
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Humans tend to judge the progress of the world based on the worst of current
circumstances. Although that emotion is produced by uninformed thought, it is
occasionally helpful when it leads people to search for solutions to problems. However,
when it leads to pessimistic retreat and bunkering, it is counterproductive. Obviously
tensions rise during times of war, political insecurity, and rapid technological change, but
humans have relentlessly adapted. “Doomsday—as a prophecy, a literary genre, and a
business opportunity—is never static; it evolves with our anxieties. The earliest Puritan
settlers saw in the awe-inspiring bounty of the American wilderness the prospect of both
apocalypse and paradise.”4 And how do people who believe the worst about the future
react? They build bunkers, and they prepare to fight.5
Is all of this fear warranted? No. The reality is that almost every statistic
measuring health, comfort, war, famine, knowledge, and freedom reveals that the world
is a better place to live today than it has ever been before.6 Marian Tupy writes,
Over the last 200 years or so, the world has experienced previously unimaginable
improvements in standards of living. The process of rapid economic growth
started in Europe and America, but today some of the world’s fastest growing
countries can be found in Asia and Africa—lifting billions of people from
absolute poverty. Historical evidence, therefore, makes a potent case for
optimism.7
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Hans Rosling writes, “Over the past twenty years, the proportion of the global
population living in extreme poverty has halved. This is absolutely revolutionary.”8 If
you believe God cares for the poor, widows, and the least of these, you have to believe
that we live in the best time since Adam and Eve walked the earth. This does not mean
that there is nothing wrong with the world as it is today or that it does not have a lot of
improving to do, but it does mean that improvement has been somewhat constant
throughout history. Steven Pinker, the Johnstone Professor of Psychology at Harvard
University, writes,
The world has made spectacular progress in every single measure of human wellbeing…Problems are inevitable, because our knowledge will always be infinitely
far from complete. Some problems are hard, but it is a mistake to confuse hard
problems with problems unlikely to be solved. Problems are soluble, and each
particular evil is a problem that can be solved. An optimistic civilization is open
and not afraid to innovate, and is based on traditions of criticism. Its institutions
keep improving, and the most important knowledge that they embody is
knowledge of how to detect and eliminate errors.9
There is, however, some disagreement about the exact amount of progress in one
primary area: freedom. It is true that at least since 2008, the world has “witnessed a
sustained attack on political and economic freedoms, as well as freedoms of religion and
free expression,” but in order to get a complete picture of the history of religious
freedom, a look at a time period greater than a decade is necessary. 10 Setbacks must not
be seen as long-term declines. In the Common Era, one of “the world’s first official
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declaration[s] of universal religious freedom” did not come about until emperor
Constantine joined emperor Licinius in issuing the Edict of Milan in 313, and the phrase
“religious liberty” wasn’t coined until Tertullian used it in 197.11 Since that time, the
world has seen a steady (not constant) increase in religious liberty, and where religious
liberty increases, all of human prosperity increases.12
For most of human history, a nation’s progress on freedom and liberty were not
considered a subject of international concern. Before World War II, “massacres of ethnic
groups within a country were met with little more than polite statements of disapproval.
Less flagrant violations were not even considered a fit subject for diplomatic
conversation.”13 Now, governments at all levels at least proclaim their commitment to
human rights. When Freedom of Religion was enshrined in the Bill of Rights, the world
began to recognize the value of religious freedom.14
This does not mean that progress is inevitable, but it gives reason for optimism.
Because human progress is not linear, the timeline of progress over recorded history
moves up and to the right, but temporary setbacks lead some people to fear the worst
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rather than expect the continuation of progress.15 When you consider the long timeline
rather than snapshots in history, freedom is rising, including religious freedom.
Even if the world had not seen such an increase in religious freedom, the
American Christian church would not have legitimate cause for concern. It is undeniable
that the world now exercises religious freedom at a much higher rate than was
experienced when the church founded, and that did not stifle growth for the early
church.16 In fact, persecution often caused growth (Acts 8:4). Although persecution is not
a guarantee of Christian mission failure, it does not always produce church growth, but as
Johan Candelin explains, persecution often grows because some of the fastest-growing
churches in the world exist in countries without religious liberty.17
Christ’s Hopeful Message
Philippians 4:8 says, “Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is
noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if
anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things.” Paul’s advice to the
Philippians is eternally applicable. Unfortunately, the Christian church has attached itself
to creeds and statements of belief that neglect statements of love and of actions that
reflect the fruit of the spirit.18 Those creeds do not reflect the ministry and teachings of
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Jesus. Using a teaching style rooted in stories, Jesus entered the long narrative of history
to inject a gracious gospel that placed “others” before “self.” The image problem of the
church cannot be separated from this lack of Christlike messaging.
Jesus talked about a “narrow door” to His kingdom, but He immediately followed
it with a statement about people coming “from the east and west and north and south, and
will take their place at the feast in the kingdom of God,” and His pessimistic language
about those who fail to enter was directed at His contemporaries (Luke 13:24-29). About
the church’s “image problem,” Chris Hillman Brown pointed to the importance of
reflecting the language of Jesus by focusing on the prophecy concerning the “radiant”
future of the Church and its calling to be “a city on a hill” not the “judgmental or
disparaging tone” of the American church.19
The church’s image problem cannot be separated from the extreme difference in
tone between Jesus’ graceful language and the Church’s cynical language, and it would
be unwise to ignore the ideas and values that most evidently display that image problem.
In A Missional Orthodoxy, Gary Tyra points out that there is a “crucial connection”
between eschatology and missiology.20 In discussing their connection, Tyra writes,
Regardless of one’s position with respect to a cultural mandate, historically some
evangelicals have tended to focus so much on an attempt to pin down the precise
timing of Christ’s parousia [second coming] that they have failed to engage in the
kind of gospel demonstration (i.e., social action) necessary for many lost and
hurting people in our world to be able to really “hear” the good news of God’s
love being proclaimed to them.21
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A Christian’s eschatology affects his or her mission effectiveness, and the tone
and topic of the vision-casting of many Christians has kept young people, prodigals, and
skeptics from listening to the Christian message. Although his own conclusions about the
eschatological future of humans comes too close to universalism, Brian McLaren points out
that the dispensational eschatology (or what he calls the “eschatology of abandonment”)
“marginalize[s] Jesus with all his talk of the kingdom of God coming to earth, being among
us, and being acceptable today,” and a more optimistic eschatology will lead to “an
engaging gospel of the kingdom” and a recognition that “people matter.”22
Retreating
Ed Love writes, “The pious escapist believes that the world is a wicked place and
the primary hope of the Christian is that he or she can have the assurance of an otherworldly heaven.”23 On the topic of the church’s image problem, Gabe Lyons points to the
need for Christians to be the light of the world and the salt of the earth, not “sheltered”
and “insulated” from the world.24 Lyons’ language sounds much more Christological than
the language of Paul Axton of the Ploughshares Bible Institute, who writes that his belief
in a future eschatological city calls him to depart from human government and social
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organization.25 Axton disagrees with David Kinnaman’s assessment of the church’s
“image problem” when he calls it more of a “boiling frog” problem.26 His eschatological
understanding leads him to argue that the church must “escape” the “safety of the world,”
and that the Christian church should go “underground” and “separate” itself from
Americanism.27 He compares this connection between Christianity and America to the
Jews who pointed to Caesar as their king rather than recognize Jesus as their king.28
Mission Failure
In a lecture about eschatology, Dr. John Drury said, “Our beliefs about the future
determine our perspective on the present.”29 Pessimistic eschatology can cause the
Church to assume that mission failure is inevitable and miss out on the benefits of
positive psychology. The authors of the New Testament books never said that the birth of
Jesus introduced a steady decline of humanity that would end in the second advent (the
literal second coming of Jesus Christ to earth to be physically reunited with the Christian
church), but the authors of the entirety of the Christian scriptures introduce a long
narrative of history that culminates in the physical reunification of God and His children.
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If the Church is able to leave the door open to optimistic interpretations of eschatological
prophecies, it can take advantage of the benefits of positive psychology.
Christ’s messaging made Christianity “the single greatest movement in the history
of the world,”30 and the idea that this movement will be ended when Jesus Christ returns
to “rapture” a relatively small group of people before a tribulation is a “recent novelty in
church history.”31 In fact, “the Bible knows nothing of a preliminary return of Christ prior
to his final return.”32 Nevertheless, rapture theology has become “widespread in
evangelical churches” with very little backing in Christian Scripture.33 The antagonistic
tone of the church, seen most evidently in dispensational theologies, has shaken the
Church on its foundation laid by Jesus. Is it any surprise that the hateful, judgmental
people of Westboro Baptist Church are dispensationalists, and many Christian leaders who
espoused more optimistic eschatological beliefs helped Christianity to become such a great
movement (see chapter three)?34
The rise of dispensationalism in America came from more pessimistic semiotics
(the study of signs) that resulted from the horrors of World War I, the Great Depression,
World War II, the Cold War, and war in the Middle East.35 Isaiah demonstrated an
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optimistic form of semiotics that displayed faith in God’s sovereignty in the future
despite the gloomy time in which he lived. Although dispensationalism is “on the wane”
in academic circles, a majority of Christians seem to be content with the comfort that
results from the belief that Christians will not be around to suffer the wrath of the
antichrist or the punishment awaiting those who do not live the life Christians are prone
to believe they must live.36 The Pew Research Center found that 58 percent of white
evangelical Christians say Jesus Christ will definitely or probably return to earth before
2050, and 41 percent of all Americans believe Jesus Christ will definitely or probably
return to earth before 2050.37 Even if these people do not know that their predictions of
future events affect their outlook on life, it must. If a parent does not believe his or her
children will be on this earth for long, there is less reason to look optimistically into the
future.
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Pessimism About the Future of the Church
Pastor Survey

Between September 3, 2018 and September 6, 2018, I performed an anonymous
survey on Facebook of fifty-nine of my colleagues (pastors in The Wesleyan Church).38
The primary purpose of the survey was to ask them what they think about hostility
toward Christianity, sinfulness, and violence in the world. Forty-eight of them (81.4%)
think that “hostility toward Christianity in the world is increasing,” while only 8.5% of
them believe “hostility toward Christianity in the world is decreasing.” Forty-one of them
(69.5%) think “hostility toward Christianity will continue to increase until Jesus returns,”
and only one of them (1.7%) thinks “hostility toward Christianity will continue to
decrease until Jesus returns.”
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Forty-one (69.5%) think sinfulness in the world is increasing, and only 3.4% think
sinfulness in the world is decreasing. Thirty-eight (64.4%) think “sinfulness will continue
to increase until Jesus returns,” and only one (1.7%) thinks “sinfulness will continue to
decrease until Jesus returns.”
The most revealing result shows that they are out of touch with reality. Thirtyseven of them (62.7%) think “violence in the world is increasing,” while only seven
(11.9%) think “violence in the world is decreasing.” Thirty-two of them (54.2%) think
“violence in the world will continue to increase until Jesus returns,” and only two (3.4%)
that “violence will continue to decrease until Jesus returns.”
Historically speaking, it is difficult to make the case that our world is not
becoming more peaceful. Jim Geraghty, in an article titled “There Are a Lot of Reasons
to Feel Optimistic about America’s Future,” writes, “We fear terrorism, but one of the
reasons that terrorism and asymmetrical warfare are rising is because conventional war is
growing rarer.”39
On the topic of violence and war, Steven Pinker explains that
Tribal warfare was nine times as deadly as war and genocide in the 20th century.
The murder rate in medieval Europe was more than thirty times what it is today.
Slavery, sadistic punishments, and frivolous executions were unexceptionable
features of life for millennia, then were suddenly abolished. Wars between
developed countries have vanished, and even in the developing world, wars kill a
fraction of the numbers they did a few decades ago. Rape, hate crimes, deadly
riots, child abuse—all substantially down.40
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Human nature leads people to fear the worst outcome and think pessimistically about the
potential for positive outcomes, but HumanProgress.org reports that
Evidence from individual scholars, academic institutions, and international
organizations shows dramatic improvements in human well-being throughout
much of the world. In recent decades, these improvements have been especially
striking in developing countries. Unfortunately, there is often a wide gap between
the reality of human experience, which is characterized by incremental
improvements, and public perception, which tends to be quite negative about the
current state of the world and skeptical about humanity’s future prospects.41
Brian Wang reports the results of the research of Laurence Chandy and Geoffrey Gertz,
which says
[The] rise of emerging economies has led to a dramatic fall in global poverty…
[The authors] estimate that between 2005 and 2010, the total number of poor
people around the world fell by nearly half a billion, from over 1.3 billion in 2005
to under 900 million in 2010. Poverty reduction of this magnitude is unparalleled
in history: never before have so many people been lifted out of poverty over such
a brief period of time.42
Gloomy Church
Hebrews 13:17 instructs pastors to do their work “with joy and not with groaning,
for that would be of no advantage to you.” This verse led John Piper to say, “A gloomy
pastor makes a sick congregation.”43 Apocalyptic predications based on the current state
of the church ignores over 1,000 years of Christian history in the Near East. Piper goes on
to say, “An alarmist approach to eschatology is usually historically naïve.”44 Each of the
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arms of eschatological thought has sufficient theological capacity to provide room for
optimism for the future of the Church to govern their activity until the second coming of
Christ, but some theologies do so with more dedication. All holistic views of the Bible
recognize that evil will not triumph, but some doom Christianity to decline until the
triumph is realized.
In a culture where it is not in vogue to be the favored team, confidence itself is a
repellent to many people, especially the younger generations.45 Still, the Christian church
in America has largely espoused a single, unsubstantiated conclusion that is leading the
Church to an undesirable fate.46 That eschatological theory has been labeled
dispensationalism. When a theology has as many diverse theories, each with intelligent
supporters, as Christian eschatology does, a wise theologian would admit his or her
probability of being at least partially inaccurate, yet many have clung to
dispensationalism as absolute truth. Christians who prioritize the Great Commission will
avoid arrogant defense of a specific theory. The faith of Christians should not be placed
in a single interpretation of end-times prophecies; therefore, a concise survey of those
prophecies is in order. This section will attempt to do that by looking at those portions of
the Bible that refer to the second coming of Jesus Christ. The purpose of this section is
not to advocate for a specific eschatological theory. Instead, it will provide an
interpretation of some of the crucial Bible passages that speak of eschatology and
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demonstrate that no single interpretation of these passages can be trusted with absolute
confidence.
God’s Plan
After He created the world, God stepped back and called it good, as if to say,
“now watch it work.” He rested and allowed its beauty to sustain and to amaze, but He
did not then leave it alone. The Creator is absolutely involved with the evolution of His
creation, and His plan will come to pass. Nothing will hinder its fulfillment. Isaiah 46:910 says,
Remember the former things, those of long ago; I am God, and there is no other; I
am God, and there is none like me. I make known the end from the beginning,
from ancient times, what is still to come. I say: My purpose will stand, and I will
do all that I please.
If God has made known the end from the beginning, can humans know these
things? Yes, but not in the way an individual knows a clock will chime on the hour.
Rather the end is known similar to the way a mother knows she would sacrifice
everything for her child. Theologians are not to know the date of the end but the result of
the end. Matthew 24:36says, “But about that day or hour no one knows, not even the
angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father.”
This dissertation will assume two areas of general agreement. The first is that a
second coming of Christ is imminent. The disciples assumed the imminence of the return
and the end of the world when they asked, “When will all this happen? What sign will
signal your return and the end of the world?” (Matt. 24:3) Douglas Wilson points out that
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this statement implies that the two events will occur at the same time.47 As the disciples
watched Jesus ascend to heaven, two men in white robes, presumably angels, asked them,
“Why are you standing here staring into heaven? Jesus has been taken from you into
heaven, but someday he will return from heaven in the same way you saw him go!” (Acts
1:11) This implies that the second coming of Jesus will be just that, a coming to earth,48
not a taking away from earth.49
The second assumed agreement is that no man can know the day of Jesus’ return.
The temptation to use enigmatic prophecies50 to predict the exact date of Jesus’ return has
led and will lead many smart people to make themselves look ignorant.51
Documentational Scripture
The passages that point to specific events in time—this dissertation will name
them Documentational Scripture—can be logically divided into two categories, history
and prophecy. However, there is much disagreement about which passages fall into each
category, because prophecy that has been fulfilled, whether recently or in antiquity,
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becomes history.52 Most of the prophecies in Scripture have already been fulfilled53;
therefore, an examination of biblical history will aid in understanding those passages that
are often considered to be prophecies.54
If it is the fulfillment of prophecy that Christians are looking for to signal the
return of Christ, consider this optimistic prophecy of Jesus Christ that points to the
success of the Church, not to the demise of the world, as a sign of His return. In Matthew
23, Jesus tells the people of Jerusalem that because they rejected the Christian prophets,
their house would be left “desolate” until they proclaim, “Blessed is he who comes in the
name of the Lord” (Matt. 23:37-39) The word “house” here could either refer to the
whole polity of Israel or to the Temple, but, either way, the Jews55 would become
followers of Christ before He returns.56 This most certainly has not happened on a large
scale. Paul often began his ministry in a city at the synagogue, and after he was rejected
by the Jews, the Gentiles were drawn to his message. Paul believed that the conversion of
the Gentiles would arouse “envy” in the Jews that would result in the Jews accepting
Christ (Rom. 11:14). Perhaps this will happen on a large scale when the nations turn to
God.
The focus of many biblical prophecies is the nation of Israel—its birth,
development, rebellion, destruction, and redemption—but all prophecies at least partially
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point to Jesus. A messenger spoke to John, saying, “Worship God! For the testimony of
Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” (Rev. 19:10). This is prophecy, to tell of Jesus and His
Kingdom, but prophecy “will become useless…Now our knowledge is partial and
incomplete, and even the gift of prophecy reveals only part of the whole picture!” (1 Cor.
13:8-9). Therefore, the focus of prophecy is not a detailed description of end-time
predictions of a tribulation (distress or suffering resulting from oppression or
persecution), a millennium (a reference to the 1,000-year period referenced in Revelation
20), or even a rapture (the prophesied moment that all Christians will physically join
Jesus Christ for eternity), but on a King and His Kingdom. Although much of biblical
prophecy has already happened, the expansion of this Kingdom is proceeding. It is at
hand, continuing, and near. Matthew 3:2 is one of many passages that say, “the kingdom
of heaven has come near.” 57 It is a mistake to assume that we are at the end of this
Kingdom development and growth.58
The Kingdom has been steadily growing since the day of Christ, and yet many
Christians continue to look for a future kingdom, choosing to focus on the kingdom as a
future reality rather than a present reality. Kingdom growth is happening now exactly as
He promised and taught. Just as nothing can stop the chemical reaction taking place when
yeast is introduced into flour, nothing can stop the growth of the Church (Gal. 5:9). This
line of reasoning could lead theologians to much more optimistic conclusions, and, as
they begin to believe success is possible, optimism will produce positive results.
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Harold Eberle writes,
Most of the great leaders throughout Church history held to a victorious
eschatology. However, during the twentieth century, Christians became
increasingly skeptical and pessimistic about the future. During World War I,
Christians in Europe began to embrace a negative view of the world. Christians in
North America followed suit during the Depression and World War II. As the
world was thrust face-to-face with challenges and the wickedness of war, people
embraced a negative view of humanity and a pessimistic view of the future. It was
during those trying periods when many Christians embraced a more pessimistic
eschatology. They came to believe that the world is gradually slipping under the
influence of wicked leaders and eventually Satan will take control of the
economic and religious systems of the world.59
Prophecies of Isaiah
The prophecies in Isaiah are largely focused on the Jewish plight of future
enslavement by the Babylonians and their eventual deliverance, but it also points, like
other prophetic books, to a future Messiah and introduces Gentiles to God’s salvation
narrative. When Isaiah 28:5 speaks of a great day that is coming, it appears to be a
glorious day of Jesus’ reign with His people: “In that day the Lord Almighty will be a
glorious crown, a beautiful wreath for the remnant of his people.” Isaiah’s focus was
lifted from the dark days that faced his beloved people to a future time when glory would
come upon the earth.60
There is no mention in the book of Isaiah of a tribulation, a millennium, the
decline of the Kingdom, a constant increase of the oppression of the church, or a third
coming of Jesus Christ. Instead, Isaiah 46:10 paints an optimistic picture of those end
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times. The dread that is so often the central idea of eschatological discussions cannot be
justified by the book of Isaiah or similar books of prophecy. The prophetic books of the
Bible “are concerned primarily with this life rather than anything beyond it,” and the few
passages that do reference the afterlife are “unclear.”61
Paul quotes another messianic prophecy from the book of Isaiah when he writes,
“The Root of Jesse will spring up, one who will arise to rule over the nations; in him the
Gentiles will hope” (Rom. 15:12-14). The passage being quoted is Isaiah 11:6-10, which
points to an almost-too-good-to-be-true future time that dispensationalists associate with
a time after the second coming of Jesus. The passage in Isaiah says,
The wolf will live with the lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat, the calf
and the lion and the yearling together; and a little child will lead them. The cow
will feed with the bear, their young will lie down together, and the lion will eat
straw like the ox. The infant will play near the cobra’s den, and the young child
will put its hand into the viper’s nest. They will neither harm nor destroy on all
my holy mountain, for the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the Lord as
the waters cover the sea. In that day the Root of Jesse will stand as a banner for
the peoples; the nations will rally to him, and his resting place will be glorious.
About this passage, Douglas Wilson, a historical optimist and postmillennialist
(someone who believes that all of the Bible was written before 70 A.D., and that most of
the prophecy that Bible scholars consider eschatological actually point to the events
surrounding the destruction of the Jerusalem temple by Nero), writes, “The great Apostle
Paul is appealing to Isaiah as a justification for his preaching to the Gentiles. And since
then, we have had two thousand years of the Lord’s government and peace increasing.”62
If Jesus lived during that prophesied time, that time is now past and future.
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Prophecies of Daniel
The book of Daniel also predicts the coming of the Messiah. When Daniel
interpreted King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, he spoke of empires that would come over the
next several centuries. Those empires seem to have been the empires of Babylon
(Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom), Persia, Greece, and Rome. The final portion of the dream
concerned a fifth kingdom that would be set up during the fourth. It was compared to a
“rock cut out” by divine hands that would strike the other kingdoms and crush them to
pieces (Dan. 2:45). What is the fifth kingdom? Is this the kingdom that Jesus repeatedly
described while He was on earth? Daniel’s explanation gives us a strong indication that it
is: “In the time of those kings, the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be
destroyed, nor will it be left to another people” (Dan. 2:44). If the Christian church now
operates in this kingdom, this prophesy should be a great source of optimism about the
Church’s future.
The Jews seem to have missed it because they were looking for a political
kingdom, but Jesus told Pilate that His Kingdom was not of this world. It was from
another place (John 18:36). This explanation convinced Pilate that Jesus was a king (John
18:37). Jesus’ mission cannot be separated from His Kingdom.63 In His famous prayer,
Jesus tied God’s Kingdom to God’s will (Matt. 6:9-13). Just as Jesus’ will is in the
process of being accomplished, so also is His Kingdom upon us. The two are connected.
To assume that a rapture of the saints will occur, followed by a great tribulation upon this
earth and a royal reign of the Christians, followed by the final judgment, is to fall into
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Pilate’s trap. The Kingdom is not an earthly, political kingdom.64 The Kingdom is bigger
than that.65
In a vision, Daniel saw past the time of the four beasts in Daniel 7 and past the
time of the ten kings. Daniel wrote about that kingdom:
In my vision at night I looked, and there before me was one like a son of man,
coming with the clouds of heaven. He approached the Ancient of Days and was
led into his presence. He was given authority, glory and sovereign power; all
peoples, nations and men of every language worshiped him. His dominion is an
everlasting dominion that will not pass away, and his kingdom is one that will
never be destroyed (Dan. 7:13-14).
Jesus seemed to claim to be the fulfillment of this prophecy when He said, “All authority
in heaven and on earth has been given to me” (Matt. 28:18). The postmillennialist could
convincingly argue that those prophecies have now become history.66
Jesus taught more about the Kingdom than any other subject. According to 1
Corinthians 15:19, if our only hope is the kingdom in this age, we have no hope at all.
Matthew 11:12 implies that the kingdom was in existence in the past; Mark 10:15 implies
that we can receive the Kingdom in this life; and Luke 16:16 implies that it is coming.
Jesus seemed to imply that the Kingdom would not come dramatically, but it would
expand slowly. In Matthew 13:31, Jesus compares the Kingdom to a seed that takes time
to grow, and in Matthew 13:33, He compares the Kingdom to yeast that a woman mixed
into a large amount of flour, implying a slow renovation of the dough (Matt. 13:31-33).67
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The kingdom of God was also said to be at hand, but also near. Seemingly, it is here but
not yet fully here. The Kingdom appears to have arrived been here before it has fully
come to fruition. If the kingdom was a present reality when Luke wrote Luke 17:20-21,
the kingdom is a past and future reality.68
After Jesus’ resurrection from the dead, His followers inquired, “Lord, are you at
this time going to restore the kingdom to Israel?” (Acts 1:6). They were still looking for
the kingdom to come physically and politically in their lifetime, and even when they
recognized that the kingdom was not of this world. It would take them years to see the
slow, growing nature of the kingdom and its extension to the Gentiles. Christ did not give
them a “yes” or a “no.” Instead he told them that there was work to do and power to do it
with (Acts 1:7-8).
A.D. 70. Daniel 9:24-27 is a metaphorical passage that predicts a stop to the
temple sacrificial system. Some historians connect this prophecy to the destruction of the
temple by Nero and the Roman General Titus in A.D. 70.69 The passage says:
Seventy “sevens” are decreed for your people and your holy city to finish
transgression, to put an end to sin, to atone for wickedness, to bring in everlasting
righteousness, to seal up vision and prophecy and to anoint the Most Holy Place.
Know and understand this: From the time the word goes out to restore and
rebuild Jerusalem until the Anointed One, the ruler, comes, there will be seven
“sevens,” and sixty-two “sevens.” It will be rebuilt with streets and a trench, but
in times of trouble. After the sixty-two “sevens,” the Anointed One will be put to
death and will have nothing. The people of the ruler who will come will destroy
the city and the sanctuary. The end will come like a flood: War will continue until
the end, and desolations have been decreed. He will confirm a covenant with
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many for one “seven.” In the middle of the “seven” he will put an end to sacrifice
and offering. And at the temple he will set up an abomination that causes
desolation, until the end that is decreed is poured out on him.
Most readers interpret the “sevens” in this passage as weeks.70 Postmillennialists
argue that the coming of the Messiah is prophesied to happen after the sixty-nine weeks
and before the seventy weeks are completed.71 Immediately after Titus took Jerusalem in
70 A.D., Titus burned the temple and worshiped pagan gods on the temple mount. It
seems reasonable that the seven weeks plus the sixty-two weeks in Daniel 9:25 are sixtynine of the seventy weeks mentioned in Daniel 9:24. This would be the end of the reign
of sin that would occur just under 500 years after the restoration referred to in Daniel
9:25. In 458 B.C. (Ezra 7:7), Artaxerxes ordered the restoration of Jerusalem. A.D. 33
was 490 years later; therefore, Daniel 9:24-27 appears to be a messianic prophecy.
The Beast. The beast and abomination spoken of in Daniel 9:27 and Revelation
13 can be interpreted as metaphorical, someone who existed in the past, or someone who
will exist in the future. These passages have often been used to predict a seven-year, great
tribulation that will correlate in some way with the second coming of Christ. The primary
marking of the beast’s existence is the end of temple sacrifice (Dan. 9:27), which was a
historical event that occurred in A.D. 70. Yet even if the seven-year great tribulation is an
event that will occur in the future end times, right before or right after the second coming
of Jesus, the prophecies that are used to predict that do not foretell a constant decline of
the church until that happens.
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Prophecies of Timothy and Titus
In Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus, the author makes a compelling case for the
eradication of strict, legalistic forms of Torah observation, and he advocates for a new
covenant with higher expectations (Matt. 5:20). Paul uses much of the Pastoral Epistles to
end quarrels about methods and practices of law-following. In Titus 3:9, Paul writes,
“But avoid foolish controversies and genealogies and arguments and quarrels about the
law, because these are unprofitable and useless.” Although Paul did write about moral
responsibility, reliability, and fidelity, these instructions were given in the context of the
Church, not in the context of Jewish law.72 These teachings were meant to end quarrels,
not to start them.73
2 Timothy 3:1-9 says,
But mark this: There will be terrible times in the last days. People will be lovers
of themselves, lovers of money, boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their
parents, ungrateful, unholy, without love, unforgiving, slanderous, without selfcontrol, brutal, not lovers of the good, treacherous, rash, conceited, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God— having a form of godliness but denying its
power. Have nothing to do with such people…They are men of depraved
minds, who, as far as the faith is concerned, are rejected. But they will not get
very far because, as in the case of those men, their folly will be clear to everyone.
Paul shows Timothy that the signs of living in the “last times” are already to be
seen in the activity of false teachers who peddle heresy for material gain and for illicit
encounters with “silly women,” but Paul assures Timothy that the opposition will amount
to nothing.74 The trouble that people face in this life, this time of evil which Paul
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describes as “the last days,” will cause pain. The setting in which Paul talks about
persecution that has already begun in 2 Timothy 2:9, and the persecution mentioned in 2
Timothy 3:12, is a continuation of the warnings in 2 Timothy 3:1-9. These warnings
should not be divided as distinct events. In these passages, the reader is warned about
suffering hardship and degrading circumstances for the sake of the gospel, but it is the
return of Christ and the assurance of future vindication and honor that is the strongest
incentive to endure temporary pain.75
It would be a mistake to use a passage like 2 Timothy 3:1-9 to justify pessimistic
expectations by interpreting it as a description of a world that has been and forever will
be in moral and physical decline. Pastor Robert Jeffress argues that the world is “right
now” experiencing the “moral deterioration” that evidences the arrival or soon arrival of
the tribulation that will precede the return of Christ.76 The theory requires an assumed
escalation of trouble that is not explicitly written in 2 Timothy 3. If the last days began in
the time of Jesus, the terrible times described could be contained to a period in the last
days or consistent until the return of Christ. The Postmillennialist argues that the Great
Commission will increasingly succeed in the present age and the perils described in 2
Timothy 3 will decrease.77
The open-minded Christian will have difficulty reconciling predictions of
deterioration with the verifiable improvements in human livelihood, the increase in life
expectancy, and the decrease in accepted injustices. Paul writes the book of 2 Timothy
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from prison in the midst of circumstances that would lead most people to thoughts of
extreme pessimism about the future, in a time that could literally be described as his “last
days” in this world. It was also written in a time when Nero persecuted Christians on a
staggering level, slaughtering Christians in arenas by gladiators and wild animals. Such
behavior would never be tolerated today as it was in the first century.78 In this letter, Paul
describes the sinful people of his day as “sinful people in an era in history.”79
“We’ve now had about 2,000 years of last days. That’s roughly equal to the time
between Abraham and Jesus—beginning at God’s first covenant agreement with
humanity, through Abraham, and reaching to the start of his second covenant, through
Jesus.”80 Although we are not given a full prophecy of what will happen in the entirety of
the last days, we can see that conditions have not declined steadily since the time of
Jesus. The Church has grown. This passage should not lead readers to pessimism about
the whole future of the world. The arguments and proofs pessimists attempt to provide
are reliant on the communication technologies that have made atrocities and disasters
appear to occur more frequently than in the past when wrongdoing and tragedy occurred
without recognition. Steven Pinker writes,
Whether or not the world really is getting worse, the nature of news will interact
with the nature of cognition to make us think that it is. News is about things that
happen, not things that don’t happen. We never see a journalist saying to the
camera, “I’m reporting live from a country where a war has not broken out”—or a
city that has not been bombed, or a school that has not been shot up. As long as
bad things have not vanished from the face of the earth, there will always be
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enough incidents to fill the news, especially when billions of smartphones turn
most of the world’s population into crime reporters and war correspondents.81
Passages like the first part of 2 Timothy 3 have been used for centuries to argue
that the future is bleaker for Christians than the present. That message is anchored in the
idea that “the last days” is a time in the future, or a time that has recently arrived, in
which evil will overcome good, but that idea is flawed. Scripture is clear that the last days
began with the first advent. The arrival of Jesus Christ marked the beginning of the end.
Speaking of Jesus, 1 Peter 1:20 says, “He was chosen before the creation of the world,
but was revealed in these last times for your sake.” 1 John 2:18 says, “Dear children, this
is the last hour; and as you have heard that the antichrist is coming, even now many
antichrists have come. This is how we know it is the last hour.” The evil that is described
in these passages is meant to describe the world in which we already live.
The description of sinful behavior and dire circumstances in 2 Timothy 3 could
just as easily point to Timothy’s world as to ours. We see in other New Testament letters
that Paul uses similar language to point out similar behavior in his time in history.82 In
Acts 20:29-30, Paul says, “I know that false teachers, like vicious wolves, will come in
among you after I leave, not sparing the flock. Even some men from your own group will
rise up and distort the truth in order to draw a following.” Similarly, the goal of Titus
1:10-13 was not to refer to rebellious people and false teachers in a distant apocalypse.
This may not prove that the specific events in 2 Timothy 3 were occurring in Paul’s
lifetime, but it definitely shows that the vices listed are common to early Christian
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history. Greek present tense does imply that the verb is present and moving forward, but
in this case, William Mounce, addressing the present tense of Paul’s language, argues that
2 Timothy 3:5 “shows that while the vice list may be applied to society in general, Paul is
really thinking about certain people professing to be Christians.”83 The Wycliffe
Commentary points out that “The last days probably is not here limited to the
eschatological age-end, but includes the Gnostic attack of the Church then developing.”84
In other words, pain and sin in the world have been a constant since Adam and Eve lived.
The logical mind then seeks to determine if Scripture implies that the horrible
times described therein will get worse in the latter part of the last days. Even though the
church has often been resilient in the face of dismal prophesy, the prophetic warnings of
persecution, evil behavior, and natural disaster can have a crippling effect on the subject
of pain if the imagination allows them to grow to an infinite height. How great will the
suffering become if the pain will increase until the second advent? If the suffering can
only increase, it is tempting to hope for the second coming before Christians accomplish
all that they can to win as many people as possible.
It should be added here that peace that transcends all understanding and Christian
joy must not be dependent upon the absence of immorality or physical threats of danger.
There are times on this earth that it will appear to be more like heaven, and there are
times that it will appear to be more like hell, but Christians are commanded to stay joyful
and patient through both seasons. These periods of time are referred to when Paul calls
them “terrible times” (2 Tim. 3:1). The word “times” is translated from the Greek word
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Kairoi. The ancient Greeks had two words for time, Chronos and Kairos. Chronos is the
ongoing, measurable time. Kairos is qualitative. It measures moments and seasons.85 In
other words, they will be like periods or moments, a temporary existence.
Paul did not intend this statement to be a thesis on all he believes regarding the
future, but a warning about evil behavior. A. C. Purdy argued eschatology was very
important for Paul, and that is seen in Paul’s expectations for the future found in 1
Corinthians 15:20–28. In that passage, Paul describes what he believed would be a
blessed day for followers of Jesus Christ.86 About that passage in 1 Corinthians, Kenneth
L. Gentry Jr. writes, “That Corinthians passage is filled with hope. Therefore, in 2
Timothy 3 he does not say all that can be said. What he does say there should be balanced
with his more extensive statements elsewhere.”87
Prophecies of Revelation
John’s Revelation was a letter to seven churches, and its readers would be wise to
read it with a full understanding of who the letter was written to.88 “John’s wild and
fantastic images invite Christians living in the Roman province of Asia Minor during the
last decade of the first century to perceive the true character of the realities that face them
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every day, and to respond to them in a way that will allow them to share in the triumph of
the Lamb rather than in the punishment of Babylon.”89 When the book of Revelation
depicts wrath, it is primarily referring to the future wrath of God on the devil, his forces,
or those who were unfaithful to God.90 Examples of these references include a statement
in Revelation 6:16-17 about the “wrath of the Lamb that is to fall upon the kings of the
earth,” a statement in Revelation 14:10 of an angel who threatens “anyone who worships
the beast,” and a statement in Revelation 11:18 about God’s wrath on those who were
“destroying the earth.”91 Much of the letter is written about the hope offered to those who
are rescued by the Lamb that was crucified and raised from the dead. This truth relegates
the coming wrath and destruction to those who “shrink back” from the faith, while those
who “have faith” will be saved (Heb. 10:39).
The date of the authorship of the book of Revelation plays a key role in the
interpretation of its predictions. The book was either written before A.D. 70 or in the
A.D. 90s. The evidence of a late writing is largely based on a reference in the writing of
Irenaeus, a student of Polycarp. Polycarp was a disciple of John, the author of Revelation.
Irenaeus was born in A.D. 130, but he wrote the book Against Heresies in A.D. 180. In
that book, he wrote about John’s revelation as having been already written at the close of
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the reign of Domitian.92 Domitian died in A.D. 96.93 “Not very long ago” is a vague
reference to use as a foundational argument for determining such a critical theology.
The New Testament has a tone of urgency and expectation that seems to point to
an event that would come soon. This leads premillennialists and amillennialists to argue
that the authors of the New Testament were misunderstanding the prophesies of Jesus and
the prophets when they used the word “soon.” Douglas Wilson writes that most of the
authors of the New Testament seem to be “waiting for something drastic that will happen
soon, and not one of them even mentions the most cataclysmic event in Jewish history—
the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70—as being past. That event was the destruction of the old
Judaic order and its replacement by the Christian church, the New Israel.”94 One would
assume that those events would have been referenced if a book was written after A.D. 70.
This seems to be an obvious argument for an early authorship of Revelation.
Revelation 6:9 talks of souls who had been martyred for being faithful to their
testimony, using similar language as those who are beheaded because of their testimony
in Revelation 20. The people who are beheaded in Revelation 20:4 are beheaded by the
seven-headed beast from Revelation 12:3. The postmillennialist then argues, quite
convincingly, that the seven heads of the beast point to the same thing to which the seven
hills and seven kings point—to Nero. Nero persecuted the church from A.D. 64 to A.D.
68—for 42 months, as described in Revelation 13:5-7.
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The postmillennialist also has a convincing argument in the New Testament
consistently stating that these prophecies will happen soon (see Matt. 24:34 and Rom.
13:12-14). Daniel was told to seal the words of the prophecy because the time was not
yet, and he was only 400 years from the prophesied events (Dan. 12:4). Revelation 22:10
told the prophet not to seal up the words of the prophecy because the time was near. It
seems logical to conclude that these prophecies would point to a fulfillment less than 400
years in the future.
The premillennialists and the postmillennialists disagree about the location of the
events documented in Revelation 20 that refer to a throne where judgment will occur.
The most obvious place of this event is heaven.95 The use of the word “thrones” in
Revelation 20:4 seems to be a reference to a spiritual throne, not an earthly throne. The
word “thrones” is used forty-seven times in Revelation, and forty of those instances are
relevant to its use in 20:4. Every time the word is used, it is used to refer to a heavenly
throne. This also seems to be true outside the book of Revelation.96
The premillennialist interpretation would conclude that every unbeliever was
killed in Revelation 19, but Revelation 20 refers to Satan deceiving the nations. If all the
people were destroyed, who is left to compose the nations, and who will be around to be
deceived? It would seem logical to conclude that Revelation 19 and 20 use different
imagery to predict the same event: the second coming of Christ. If that is true, it would
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also seem logical to conclude that the 1,000-year reign could just as likely be a heavenly
or spiritual reign as an earthly reign.
Readers would be wise to use John’s revelation to understand the true nature of
the world we live in rather than to guess future events.97
Other Prophecies
Most of the prophecies of the Bible point to one of four events: the Babylonian
captivity in 598 B.C., the life and death of Jesus, the destruction of the temple in A.D. 70,
and the second coming of Jesus Christ. The “last days” began with the life of Jesus, but a
majority of eschatological discussions focus on the small number of years before, during,
and after the return of Jesus Christ (Heb. 1:2).
1 Corinthians 15:15-58 shows that the death of death (the termination of physical
death) occurs at the second coming of Jesus. No man will die a physical death after Jesus
returns to earth. Similarly, the glorification of Christians and the redemption of the world
will occur simultaneously with Jesus’ return. Romans 8:18-23 shows that when the sons
of God are revealed at the second coming of Jesus, all of creation will be redeemed. The
curse cannot perpetuate beyond the second advent. There is also no evidence that
individuals will have the ability to come to a saving faith in Jesus Christ after the second
coming of Jesus. 2 Thessalonians 1:5-8 gives evidence of these things happening when
Christ returns:
And God will use this persecution to show his justice and to make you worthy of
his Kingdom, for which you are suffering. In his justice he will pay back those
who persecute you. And God will provide rest for you who are being persecuted
97
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and also for us when the Lord Jesus appears from heaven. He will come with his
mighty angels, in flaming fire, bringing judgment on those who don’t know God
and on those who refuse to obey the Good News of our Lord Jesus
(2 Thess. 1:5-8).
Premillennialists connect what has already happened and what has yet to happen
to more concrete terms: “this age” and the “age to come.” They then place the line of
demarcation between the two ages at the second coming of Jesus. Matthew 13 contains
multiple verses that indicate that “the judgment will occur at the time of our Lord’s
return.”98 This produces much difficulty for premillennialists, who claim that there will
be a literal one-thousand-year period between Jesus’ return and the final judgment. In
Matthew 13:40-43, Jesus says,
As the weeds are pulled up and burned in the fire, so it will be at the end of the
age. The Son of Man will send out his angels, and they will weed out of his
kingdom everything that causes sin and all who do evil. They will throw them
into the blazing furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Then
the righteous will shine like the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Whoever has
ears, let them hear.
Then in Matthew 13:49-50, Jesus says, “This is how it will be at the end of the age. The
angels will come and separate the wicked from the righteous and throw them into the
blazing furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.”
Writers such as Alan E. Kurschner and Steve Hays offer a defense of
premillennialism that points to Matthew 24:12-13 as proof that wickedness will
continually increase.99 That passage says, “Because of the increase of wickedness, the
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love of most will grow cold, but the one who stands firm to the end will be saved.” This
passage does not speak of the extent to which the wickedness will increase or for how
long it will continue to increase. Mortal men can only attempt to compare the intensity of
wickedness to the past, and that gives very little insight into the height it could reach.
This is a vague reference to hang a theology on.
Douglas Wilson argues that the series of troubles cited in passages like these “are
not talking about the end of the world at all.” Those passages are about the destruction of
Jerusalem and “the end of the age of Israel.”100 The postmillennialist argues that this
passage is pointing to the events that took place in A.D. 70. It would be difficult to argue
that the list of terror in Matthew 24 more easily applies to our time than the time of Nero
and Titus, and if Matthew 24:12 is applied to some future time of terror, it must be
reconciled with Matthew 24:7, which claims that in that time nations will be at war.
When compared to history, now is a time in which wars are rare.101
Kim Riddlebarger argues that “premillennialists must attempt to sidestep the clear
teaching of Scripture that the resurrection (1 Cor. 15:35-57, 1 Thess. 4:13-5:11, 2 Thess.
1:5-10), the restoration of all things (2 Pet. 3:3-15), and the judgment occur at the same
time—our Lord’s second advent.”102
The church has a clear commission, given from God, who has “all authority in
heaven and on earth,” and it is not to decline until Jesus returns to rescue the few who
remain (Matt. 28:18). That statement about God having all authority implies that Satan
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has been bound. That commission is to “go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them
to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very
end of the age” (Matt. 28:19-20). Ed Love writes, “The people of God live precisely
between the ascension and the return. In the meantime, God’s people are joined to Jesus
Christ by the Spirit and, while God’s people wait, they are commanded to remain in faith,
hope, and love.”103 During the time of this present inter-advent age, Satan cannot prevent
the gospel from succeeding in bringing souls globally to faith in Christ. Paul tells the
church,
I will rescue you from your own people and from the Gentiles. I am sending you
to them to open their eyes and turn them from darkness to light, and from the
power of Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of sins and a place
among those who are sanctified by faith in me (Acts 26:17-18).
He can persecute the church. He can tempt to sin, but Satan cannot stop the gospel.
Notable Eschatologists
John Darby, who lived from 1800 to 1882, played such a significant role in the
development of premillennial dispensationalism that his followers were said to believe in
Darbyism. He admitted that his “morbid imagination” led him to believe that apostolic
authority had been given only to the Catholic church.104 This idea led him to stay loyal to
Rome longer than he would have without it, though he did eventually join the movement
of Protestantism. His translation of the Bible reflects his belief in the inevitable decline of
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the Church. He believed that the Church would become increasingly judgmental, gloomy,
and factional. Darby regularly said, “The Church is in ruins.”105 This father of
dispensationalism also insisted “…the entire nature and purpose of the church has
become so perverted that it is diametrically opposed to the fundamental reason for which
it is instituted.”106
Like Darby, Cyrus Scofield, perhaps the key figure in the spreading of
dispensationalism, wrote a version of the Bible that helped to popularize
dispensationalism. Scofield taught that the Christian church and Israel are two very
distinct entities, thereby paving the way for Zionism, a Jewish political movement that
seeks to reestablish the Jewish homeland and temple sacrificial system as part of the
fulfillment of prophecy.107
Like most theologians who primarily use the prophecies of Daniel to explain their
eschatology, William Miller, who lived from 1782 to 1849, provided a date for most
biblical prophecies, including the second coming of Jesus, which he believed would
happen in “about the year 1843.”108
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The Reach of Dispensationalism
In showing how premillennialism and political posturing are often linked, Dr.
John Fea, a historian and evangelical Christian, writes,
Because religion in America directly impacts policy, military leaders and planners
must learn to recognize the tenets and implications of American millennial
thought. Millennialism has always been a feature of the American culture and has
shaped not only the objectives of U.S. government policy, but also the way in
which we interpret the words and actions of other actors on the international
stage. Millennial ideas contribute to a common American understanding of
international relations that guide our thinking regardless of individual religious or
political affiliation. Millennialism has great explanatory value, significant policy
implications, and creates potential vulnerabilities that adversaries may exploit. By
gaining insight into and embracing intellectual honesty where our own prejudices
and proclivities are concerned, we can greatly improve the quality and clarity of
our decision-making. Pessimism and paranoia are two possible results of premillennial influence.109
After pointing out that pessimism and paranoia may result from premillennial
influence, John Fea writes that the effects of premillennialism are so engrained in
American Christianity that America’s adversaries can use dispensational interpretations
of prophecy to predict the future actions of America’s military.110
Major Brian L. Stuckert agrees with this assessment when he writes, “Since the
beginning of the Republic, various forms of millennial religious doctrines, of which
dispensational pre-millennialism is the most recent, have shaped U.S. national security
strategy.”111 And about its influence in politics, Nilay Saiya writes, “Dispensationalist
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Christians were successful at influencing American foreign policy during the
administration of George W. Bush, particularly toward the Middle East.”112
On RedState.com, Erick Erickson, a politically active Christian who appears to be
a premillennialist, admits that his eschatological beliefs made him pessimistic about the
future of the Church and cynical about the people in the Church:
On the last day there will be a narrow gate. That makes me pessimistic about my
future in politics and the future voices on the right…In the 1800’s [stet] with the
rise of the Great Awakening, students of eschatology viewed the end times rather
favorably. The whole world would come to Christ, many of them thought. I view
the end times more pessimistically. I think there’ll be many more through the
pearly gates than I want, but a whole lot less than I expect.113
Dr. Joel McDurmon argues with the assertion made by Erick Erickson in an article titled
“An Open Letter to Erick Erickson: Reason to Dump the Pessimistic Eschatology.”
McDurmon says,
Thank you, RedState.com mogul Erick Erickson, for showing us clearly the soft
underbelly of the mainstream Christian right in America: pessimistic eschatology.
I, and others, have of course said this for some time now. You have now exposed
it openly, and have admitted that your eschatology dictates general hopelessness
in your considerable political activism.114
In Purity, Power, and Pentecostal Light, Christopher Jon Bransletter compares
the impact that the eschatology of two revivalists, A. M. Hills and R. A. Torrey, had on
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their optimism for the potential of revival.115 Hills was a postmillennialist. Torrey was a
dispensationalist. The difference in their eschatological beliefs is the most impactful of
their theological differences. The optimistic view of history, the Church, and the gospel
that characterizes most postmillennialists “could not be any farther from the
dispensationalist’s negative attitude toward the same.”116 That is just the beginning of the
differences that these two eschatological beliefs produce, from social reform and
integration to larger doctrinal and strategic commitments. Eschatology reveals itself as
more than a secondary doctrine for revivalists. It drives them to push toward widespread,
long-term success or settle for incomplete accomplishments. A revivalist’s eschatology is
a major contributor to his or her mission and plays a key role in developing his attitude
toward pre-Christians. Hills writes, in a statement that seems to sufficiently predict his
success as a revivalist, “Jesus never spoke one syllable about the insufficiency of the
Holy Spirit and the gospel, and the present means of grace to win the world and establish
His Kingdom. He never intimated that…all these Christian instrumentalities were never
intended to succeed! God inaugurated these means and they will succeed!”117
If the world is a burning apartment building that cannot be saved, the evangelist
will work to save as many people as possible before the danger of collapse becomes too
great. If a firefighter operates under the assumption that the fire will be victorious, he
begins to create a hierarchy, relegating some of the people in the building as a lost cause
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and others as worth the effort. If the firefighter operates under the belief that the flames
are contained and receding, he or she may be so bold as to believe every person in the
building can be saved and work to accomplish that goal no matter how close to the fire
each person is. Some in the American Christian church have been blinded by a theology
that has led to a contemptuous view of the future. This pessimistic theology has led to a
Christianity that shields itself from imminent danger, Zionist theology that is overly
militant and political, and selectivism theology that leads to judgmentalism and
eventually relegates certain individuals as lost causes. About the impact of
dispensationalism on a person’s ideas, Dr. Tommy Ice writes, “Dispensationalism made
sense to many Calvinists who were pessimistic about individual human nature and it
followed that society as a whole was in the same condition.”118
Don Wagner writes that
Christian Zionists and pre-millennial dispensationalists have a pessimistic view of
history and wait in eager anticipation for the unfolding of a series of wars and
tragedies pointing to the return of Jesus. The establishment of the state of Israel,
the rebuilding of the Third Temple, the rise of the Antichrist and the buildup of
armies poised to attack Israel, are among the signs leading to the final battle and
Jesus’ return. Leading Christian Zionists in Bible prophecy to seek to interpret
political developments according to the prophetic schedule of events that should
uphold accordingly.119
While contrasting the eschatological beliefs of Charles Finney and Dwight
Moody, Donald W. Dayton writes, “On the surface, the difference between these options
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is merely one of timing, of the ordering of eschatological events.”120 He explains some of
the difference by saying, “The choice of one or another of the millennial options usually
revealed a fundamental mindset—a view of the world and faith.”121 Postmillennialism
leads to a narrative more prone to social activism, while dispensationalism leads to a
disconnection of human effort and future possibility. Eschatological differences are better
defined as differences in overarching vision than in systematic doctrine.122 In practice,
their social attitudes are completely different. To illustrate, Donald W. Dayton points out
that postmillennialists founded liberal arts colleges, but dispensationalists founded Bible
colleges. He notes, “The Bible school has no place for the study of history, literature,
philosophy, science, etc. because these have no real role other than distractions in the
premillennialist agenda. The urgency of the imminence of the return of Christ requires
the minimum of biblical training and the equipping of the student in practical
ministries.”123 His assertion that there is no place for these things in the Bible school may
be an overstatement, but his point is well taken. Liberal arts universities, like optimistic
eschatologists, produce individuals who invest in the future of society, develop
comprehensive strategies of success, and recognize the fusion of their spiritual and
physical lives.
When religious leaders teach the world that “the end is coming,” they encourage
an attitude of peril. Gary DeMar writes,
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What impact does antichrist speculation have on the ideological battles we are
fighting today? If the antichrist is alive and well on planet earth, and the signs of
the last day are all around us, then why bother with education, politics, the media,
international affairs, economics, and a whole host of other worldview issues?...In
time, the activists throw up their hands and follow the path of prophetic logic: If
all the signs point to the near return of Jesus, and all sorts of bad things are going
to happen, including an economic meltdown like the one described by prophecy
writers John Hagee (Financial Armageddon) and David Jeremiah (The Coming
Economic Armageddon), then why spend my time and resources trying to fight
something that is inevitable?124
A Summary of End-Times Prophecy
The amillennialist (those who believe that the millennium spoken of in Revelation
20 is either a metaphorical description of the period between Jesus’s first and second
coming or a heavenly reign of Christians who have died and are in an intermediate state,
reigning until the second coming of Jesus) and the postmillennialist share similar
eschatological frameworks, although the similarities decrease when the postmillennialist
determines that the millennium is a literal one-thousand-year period that will happen or is
happening just before the return of Jesus. The differences between the moderate
postmillennialist and amillennialist are nuanced, but they do separate significantly when
the conversation of the future fate of the church begins. Kim Riddlebarger points out that
many Postmillennial writers often describe the matter as a debate between
“optimistic” Postmillenarians and “pessimistic” Amillenarians, while Amillennial
writers often locate the difference of opinion in the postmillennial confusion of
the “already” [the present blessings of the kingdom of God] and the “not yet” [the
eternal blessings of the consummation].125
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The amillennialist argues convincingly that this age, characterized by its sinful and
temporal nature, will end abruptly and cataclysmically at the second coming of Jesus.126
Even if dispensationalism is a logical interpretation of prophecy concerning the
future of the world, sabotaging the hopes of a positive future of the church for a theory is
unwise. If it is true that those prophecies that are often assumed to be about a future
apocalypse have actually already become history, the future glory of the church is being
traded for a misinterpretation. It takes faith to trust a prophecy, but the abandonment of
all other options for the potential correctness of a single prediction about the details of
that prophecy is blind faith. The continuation of time and the resilient growth of the
church leads to optimism, but when the time of the end of this age, the destruction of
men, and the return of Christ are falsely predicted, the result is not celebration. It is
shame. The prediction of tribulation, when not experienced, is met with disguised
disappointment. When the prophet is revealed to be a hoax, morale declines.
Victory
Even though suffering is not always a deterrent when it comes to the success of
evangelism, the continued success of the Church would inevitably lead to a decline in
persecution. What was the victory that Jesus Christ achieved when He resurrected from
the dead? The amillennialist sees the victory of Christ as primarily a spiritual victory, but
the postmillennialist argues that the victory of Christ is in an ongoing physical reality.
The dispensationalist is the most eager to claim that Christian suffering will continue and
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increase until the return of Jesus, but that belief is also held by most historical
premillennialists (those who believe that the second coming of Jesus will take place
before the millennium but after the great tribulation) and amillennialists. It is easy for the
postmillennialists to come to an optimistic prediction for the church because they believe
most of the prophecies about the end times that lead others to more morbid predictions
have already been fulfilled.127 In the same way that Scripture describes the destruction of
Jerusalem, the fall of empires, and the birth and death of kings in ways that “sound like
Armageddon,” radical imagery was used to talk about the end times, not in order to
predict a literal fiery end to the space-time continuum, but because “radical imagery was
the only language robust enough to sufficiently convey the magnitude of the spiritual,
emotional, and historical situation.”128
Heaven
It is likely that optimistic Christians will look forward to the new heaven and the
new earth, but not in the way a child looks forward to the conclusion of a punishment (2
Pet. 3:13). Instead they should work toward that day like a bride works in excitement to
prepare for her wedding. With proper expectation of the finish line and an understanding
of the prize, people generate necessary changes in order to conclude the current journey
in a healthy state of accomplishment. Similar to the way that the old law prepared the
world to understand the new law, this world prepares humans for the next world. Failing
to recognize the church’s future potential and working for that future achievement leads
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to a lack of semiotic recognition, destructive self-fulfilling prophecy, and inevitable
decline.
It should move Christians from pessimism to optimism to know that heaven is not
a completely separated existence that ignores the present world. It is an excellent
evolution of this world. In The Last Battle, C. S. Lewis portrays the new heaven and the
new earth as a far better version of the current.129 Randy Alcorn explains that on the new
earth, Christians will say, “the reason we loved the old earth is that sometimes it looked a
little like this.”130 He continues,
The bucket-list mentality reveals an impoverished view of redemption. Even
Christians end up thinking, “If I can’t live my dreams now, I never will.” Or,
“You only go around once.” But if you know Jesus, you go around twice—and
the second time lasts forever. It’s called “eternal life,” and it will be lived in a
redeemed universe with King Jesus. 131
To conclude that the eternal destination of Christians is an ethereal place in the sky is a
departure from the traditional understanding of heaven. Douglas Wilson points out that
“the Bible doesn’t generally speak in our popular way of ‘going to heaven when we
die’—not that it is technically wrong…the final biblical hope is heaven coming here.”132
Christians pray to the sky when speaking to God, but that is because that is where Jesus
went. It is also where He will come from when He returns to earth. The Kingdom
“comes.” It does not “go.”
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Pessimists and the Future
It is not surprising that a world so prone to pessimism has been attracted to a
pessimistic eschatology, but it is unwise to dogmatically argue for a particular
interpretation of prophecy. God has not given adequate revelation to lead theologians to
conclude the exact occurrences of the future. Eschatology is a study of educated guessing
about the events that will occur before, during, and after the second coming of Jesus
Christ, but clinging to a single guess, especially a guess that leads Christians to dread and
an assumption of perpetual decline, may lead the church to self-fulfilling prophecy. In
theory, dispensationalism has the same strategy for spreading the gospel to the whole
world as the other theories of eschatology, but they do not believe they will succeed in
their mission. That lack of belief and lack of positive mental outlook may be detrimental,
even for those who are unaware of the effects dispensationalism has had on their
worldview.
The church is God’s instrument, used to get His message out to the people of the
world. Upon hearing the gospel, many will believe and join His family. God will
continue to bless His church as the church continues to seek ways to fulfill the mission
given to it by our Lord. Satan will not succeed in any of his attempts to thwart this
mission. The church will overcome by the blood of the Lamb and the word of our
testimony, with no desire to shrink from the call for fear of death (Rev. 12:11). Aaron
Gyde writes,
Jesus commands his followers to make disciples of all nations, but moreover he
promises that the gospel of his kingdom will be proclaimed throughout the world.
Jesus’ credibility is at stake if Christianity does not eventually make it all over the
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globe…Today, Christianity is still on the rise and is growing all over the world—
even in the Middle East and Europe.133
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CHAPTER 3:
HISTORY OF POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY IN THE CHURCH
In order to help Christians see that continued church growth is possible, this
chapter will describe methods of past success. This will aid in the discovery of similar
avenues to future success and turn pessimism to optimism. In order to gain an optimistic
mindset, Christians who seek evidence for the potential for future Church growth can
take notes from the example set by many of the Church’s great revivalists. This chapter
will look at the Church that was formed by these optimistic revivalists and the ideas that
made them the personalities who would attract so many to the Christian faith. A positive
mental outlook, this chapter will show, can lead to revival.
As Frank Beardley points out, “If we believe in the final triumph of the kingdom,
it follows that there will come a time when revivals will no longer be necessary. But
while there is a single impenitent child of God, revivals in some form or other will be a
necessity for bringing such into the fold of Christ.”1
The Joy of Revival
The power of revivals to bring people to Christ is connected to its ability to
produce joy. In The Treasury of David, Charles Spurgeon writes, “A genuine revival
without joy in the Lord is as impossible as spring without flowers, or daydawn without
light.”2 Christianity is in need of a joyful revival. Psalm 85:6 says, “Will you not
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revive us again, that your people may rejoice in you?” Revival leads to rejoicing, and the
emotion associated with the action of rejoicing is joy. Joy is intricately connected to
Christian revival. About the benefits of revival, Betsy Hart of the Heritage Foundation
writes, “As the people tell their stories of going out into the community and praying for
their neighbors, sharing with others the good news of Christ’s hope and forgiveness, their
eyes shine with life, with joy, that flows from revived hearts.”3
Throughout the history of Christianity, revival has served as a bringer of joy and
therefore of the benefits of a positive mental outlook. Joy, like positive mental outlook,
broadens “people’s momentary thought-action repertoires, widening the array of the
thoughts and actions that come to mind.”4
About the revivals initiated by Jonathan Edwards, Dr. Dane C. Ortlund writes,
Edwards came to long for revival because he saw that it is not a move from the
ordinary to the extraordinary so much as a move from the sub-ordinary to the
ordinary. We become human again. We breathe once more…Simply put, revival
isn’t weird. True revival is rehumanizing. It re-centralizes not the extraordinary
gifts of the Spirit so much as the ordinary fruit of the Spirit.5
Revivals produce the fruit of the Spirit, not the least of which is joy.
Revival, Reformation, and Awakening
In an article titled “Time for a Second Reformation? Why Some Say Another
‘Revival’ Is Not Enough,” Jeremiah Johnson suggests that individual evangelism may not
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be enough. In fact, he says, “revival” might not be the right word because it implies
something short-term. That has led him to use the word “reformation” in statements like,
“The Church has settled for a small vision; maybe a much smaller one than God would
have intended…It’s real important for the church to really shift into Reformation, which
to me is long-term.”6 In this dissertation, the use of the word “revival” should be assumed
to imply a large-scale, long-term transformation and growth of the Christian church.
In a fair statement made about the limits of the word “revival,” Greg Laurie points
out that “An awakening takes place when God sovereignly pours out his Spirit and it
impacts a culture…A revival, on the other hand, is what the church must experience. It’s
when the church comes back to life, when the church becomes what it was always meant
to be.”7 His point is that the word “revival” generally focuses on the rejuvenation of
Christians, and the word “awakening” generally focuses on pre-Christians becoming
Christians. This is a true observation, but because of the inseparable connection of
evangelism and discipleship, like fruit to a branch, this dissertation will periodically use
the words “revival” and “awakening” interchangeably.
Gordon MacDonald, chancellor of Denver Seminary, says that hope sparks
revival, and revivals produce people.8 The people God used to lead the great Christian
revivals demonstrated the effects that hope, joy, and a positive mental outlook can have
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on producing revivals and Christian advancement. The following is an examination of
some of those people.
Jonathan Edwards and Church Growth
The eighteenth century brought many great changes to the world. It saw the rise
of capitalism and the middle class, the industrial revolution, a depoliticizing of the
Christian church, and, arguably, the greatest Christian revival in history. This world has
seen many Christian revivals, but Paul Moore argues the Great Awakening and its sister
revivals around the world produced “the greatest change in society in the history of
modern man.”9 Its impact was not only felt in the Church, but in all areas of life, and this
happy period in history encouraged Christians to adopt a positive mental outlook and
optimistic theologies. In reflecting on this great revival, Jonathan Edwards, an eighteenthcentury revivalist, preacher, philosopher, and theologian says,
We are taught also by this happy event how easy it will be for our blessed Lord to
make a full accomplishment of all his predictions concerning his Kingdom, and to
spread his dominion from sea to sea, thro’ all the nations of the earth. We see how
easy it is for him with one turn of his hand, with one word of his mouth, to
awaken whole countries of stupid and sleeping sinners, and kindle divine life in
their souls.10
It was this incredible optimism concerning God’s plan for this world that led Edwards to
write sermons that would spread the gospel of grace through faith throughout our world
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and challenge “the old forms of religious authority.”11 That optimism and courage was
motived by some key points of his theology, mostly developed from his study while in
exile in Stockbridge.12 Two of those beliefs were justification by faith alone and
postmillennialism. Although he was most known for his revival sermon, “Sinners in the
Hands of an Angry God,” he spent “much less time and energy depicting the wrath of
God than he did preparing sermons about the beauties of Christ’s perfections.”13 About
this sermon, Dr. Dane C. Ortlund writes, “Scholars point out that the hellfire sermons
were more typical of the young Edwards and gradually decreased over his career, while
other themes grew increasingly strong: the beauty of Christ, the loveliness of holiness,
the calmness of a justified life, the gentleness of God.”14
By Grace Through Faith
As shown in the previous chapters, the image problem of the Church is largely
caused by the Church’s judgment of the actions of pre-Christians. If it were actions that
saved people from the eternal consequence of sinful actions, that judgmentalism may be
justified, but it is not the actions of the Christian that save him. It is the actions of Jesus
Christ.
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How did Edwards identify those who are saved by God? The simple answer is
found in one of the passage he quoted most often, John 1:12: “Yet to all who did receive
him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God.”15
His children are simply to understand that “We are justified only by Faith in Christ.”16 A
hospitable and inclusive belief in God’s grace led Edwards to an inclusive strategy of
evangelism.
This grace-focused teaching is not unique to the Great Awakening. From Paul
Moore’s extensive study of the social conditions surrounding revivals, he concludes that
revival is a gift of grace—in spite of man’s rebellion. The history of spiritual
awakenings indicates that revival comes when conditions are at their worst. It
comes, however, not because of those conditions, but because of the will of God.
When the law is powerless to bring about change, God invades the atmosphere
and rescues men from their own depravity. Revival cleanses the atmosphere like a
summer shower.17
The strategies of Edwards and the other leaders of the Great Awakening did not take the
place of their complete reliance on the Holy Spirit and God’s grace for the inception of
revival.
Postmillennialism
Edwards’ self-efficacy and optimistic evangelistic strategies are seen in his
eschatological beliefs. Edwards was a postmillennialist. Loraine Boettner, in the tradition
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of Athanasius, gives a description of postmillennialism that connects Edwards’ actions to
his eschatology, describing postmillennialism as the
view of the last things which holds that the Kingdom of God is now being
extended in the world through the preaching of the Gospel and the saving work of
the Holy Spirit, that the world eventually will be Christianized, and that the return
of Christ will occur at the close of a long period of righteousness and peace
commonly called the Millennium.18
While dispensationalists, like Irenaeus, believe that any effort to make this world a better
place will only delay the second coming, postmillennialists foster a spirit of excitement
for the future of the mission with which we participate.19
As “Yale’s first and foremost child prodigy,” Edwards clearly did not lack
biblical knowledge.
Jonathan Edwards matriculated at Yale (then Collegiate School of Connecticut) in
1716 just before reaching 13. At the time, entrance into the college required
fluency in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. Four years and one intense conversion later,
he graduated as valedictorian, received his Masters of Divinity from Yale in 1722
and went on to become one of America’s most renowned theologians and
philosophers.20
In his research, Edwards became extremely interested in eschatological studies. He wrote
a commentary on Revelation as he attempted to determine the things that would come
after life on this earth. As a Puritan, his thinking was primarily reformed. He eventually
understood that the prophecies in the Old Testament about the great kingdom really
referred to the Church, as it became God’s Kingdom on the earth.21
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Jonathan Edwards begins his book, A Humble Attempt, with a prophecy from
Zechariah 8:20-22 that points to a time when the nations would come to Jerusalem to
inquire of the Lord. He believed this would happen during the Church age when Gentile
nations would be converted to Christianity. Edwards writes,
In this chapter Zechariah prophesies of the future, glorious advancement of the
Church. It is evident there is more intended than was ever fulfilled in the Jewish
nation during Old Testament times. Here are plain prophecies describing things
that were never fulfilled before the coming of Messiah, particularly what is said in
the two last verses in the chapter where Zechariah speaks of “many people and
strong nations worshiping and seeking the true God,” and of so great an addition
of Gentiles to the Church that the majority of visible worshipers consist of
Gentiles, outnumbering the Jews ten to one.22
Edwards felt he was seeing the beginning of another great move of God upon the
earth, and he took great care in reporting the spread of the movement across the country
and around the world, showing that there was even potential for the movement to
continue to spread after his ministry concluded. He envisioned this move of God
continuing to the ends of the earth. In A Humble Attempt, Edwards points out his strong
belief that the nations of the world will gather in Jerusalem seeking God:
See, darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, but the Lord
rises upon you and his glory appears over you. Nations will come to your light,
and kings to the brightness of your dawn. Lift up your eyes and look about you:
All assemble and come to you; your sons come from afar, and your daughters are
carried on the arm.23
This is perhaps the most optimistic of all interpretations concerning the Church, and it
was held by one of the most intelligent gospel preachers in history. Jonathan Edwards
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believed that the Church was fulfilling the promises made to Israel. He saw the Jerusalem
of the Old Testament as the New Jerusalem of the New Testament, and he saw the
Church as God’s plan to disciple the world.
Thy Kingdom Come
Premillennial dispensationalism, although a fair interpretation of Scripture, has
the potential to leave its advocates with pessimistic expectations for the future of the
church. Edwards’ eschatology led him to an optimistic approach. He believed God would
shape the whole world through His beloved Israel, then through the Christian church.
Jesus taught His followers to pray: “Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done on
earth as it is in heaven” (Matt. 6:10). Edwards, Carey, and most of their contemporaries
confidently prayed this prayer, fully expecting that God would use them to actually usher
in His reign over the earth. Edwards determined to meet this state of mind by regularly
including the imminence of the Kingdom in his preaching.
The Great Awakening
The optimism and confidence of Jonathan Edwards were contagious, and people
began to join him in prayer for this prophesied movement. Edwards was a thinker and an
emotional leader with both depth and charisma. His charisma aroused followers to
participate and adopt the vision, and their anticipation of this vision led them to prayer.
Edwards says, “The time will come when there will not be one nation remaining in the
world, which shall not embrace the true religion.”24 His vision itself was attractive. He
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argues that Isaiah 60:12 demonstrates that the nation that will not serve God will perish,
and heathen idolatry will be destroyed, as shown in Jeremiah l0:11: “While this earth and
these heavens remain.” That is to say, it would happen before the end of the world.25
In Northampton one Sunday morning in 1734, the Great Awakening saw its
beginning. It came suddenly as over a short period of time about 300 people came to
know Christ as their Savior. Edwards describes the time in his book Faithful Narrative of
the Surprising Work of God as follows:
There was scarcely a single person in the town, old or young, left unconcerned
about the great things of the eternal world. Those who were wont to be the vainest
and loosest, and those who had been disposed to think and speak lightly of vital
and experimental religion, were now generally subject to great awakenings. And
the work of conversion was carried on in a most astonishing manner, and
increased more and more; souls did as it were come by flocks to Jesus Christ.
From day to day for many months together, might be seen evident instances of
sinners brought out of darkness into marvelous light, and delivered out of an
horrible pit, and from the miry clay, and set upon a rock, with a new song of
praise to God in their mouths.26
Edwards goes on to explain how this move of God in his town brought joy to
young people, families, laborers, and other members of a community that had become
somewhat deteriorated over the years, saying:
This work of God, as it was carried on, and the number of true saints multiplied,
soon made a glorious alteration in the town: so that in the spring and summer
following, anno 1735, the town seemed to be full of the presence of God: it never
was so full of love, nor of joy, and yet so full of distress, as it was then. There
were remarkable tokens of God’s presence in almost every house. It was a time of
joy in families on account of salvation being brought to them; parents rejoicing
over their children as new born, and husbands over their wives, and wives over
their husbands. The doings of God were then seen in His sanctuary, God’s day
was a delight, and His tabernacles were amiable. Our public assemblies were then
beautiful: the congregation was alive in God’s service, every one earnestly intent
25
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on the public worship, every hearer eager to drink in the words of the minister as
they came from his mouth; the assembly in general were, from time to time, in
tears while the word was preached; some weeping with sorrow and distress,
others with joy and love, others with pity and concern for the souls of their
neighbors.27
He speaks also of excellent singing, young people focused on the wonderful, free,
and sovereign grace of God, strangers being offered hospitality, and vicious people
changing ways. It affected all sorts of people, “sober and vicious, high and low, rich and
poor, wise and unwise.”28 No one was considered too far gone to be saved. Sinners were
not rejected and criticized but offered extravagant hospitality. In speaking of an extension
of the movement, he reports, “A loose careless person could scarcely be found in the
whole neighborhood; and if there was any one that seemed to remain senseless or
unconcerned, it would be spoken of as a strange thing.”29
America is primed to experience a revival of excitement about the Christian faith
similar to the Great Awakening, and belief in the potential of such a revival will help to
spur it on. Edwards’ belief in the achievability of such an event played a key role in
producing it.
A Sovereign Act of God
It could be argued that revival and church growth are sovereign acts of God that
cannot be instigated by human action, but Jonathan Edwards’ belief in the sovereignty of
God did not keep him from working for revival. Edwards was a reformed theologian who
said, “He who would set the hearts of other men on fire with the love of Christ must
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himself burn with love.”30 His acknowledgement of man’s ability to set the hearts of
other men on fire shows that he saw no conflict between the God’s sovereignty and
man’s initiating role. Pastors Shyju and Tiny Mathew believe that revival is a sovereign
act of God, but when God sparks revival, He does so while “looking for an active and
conscious pursuit of Him.”31 Even those who believe in a very limited human role in the
instigation of spiritual awakenings point to God’s commands as reason for evangelism
and discipleship.32
William Carey
Another outcome of the Great Awakening was one of the greatest missional
movements of God in all of church history, the Protestant Missionary Movement.
William Carey, a confident man known as the father of the modern missionary, believed
that the gospel was to be taken throughout the earth. In the course of his life, William
Carey set a pattern and a standard for missionary work that, in the years since his death,
many have copied, but few have matched.33 His bold contention was that the Great
Commission was still relevant in his time, a contention that received a less-than-
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enthusiastic response by a world that largely insisted that the office of apostle—and
therefore the Great Commission—had been given for the first century only.34
His theology was similarly (and often singularly) motivated by grace for all
through faith, as evidenced by his favorite Scripture passage, Romans 10:11-13, which
says, “‘Anyone who believes in him will never be put to shame.’ For there is no
difference between Jew and Gentile—the same Lord is Lord of all and richly blesses all
who call on him.” Carey’s hospitable and optimistic philosophy can be summed up in a
quote from a sermon he preached called Deathless: “Expect great things from God and
attempt great things for God.”35
Charles Finney
During the Second Great Awakening, Charles Finney, who lived from 1792 to
1875 and possessed similar eschatological beliefs to those of Jonathan Edwards,
“preached that if Christians would make themselves useful to the highest degree, revivals
and reforms would bring in the millennium.”36 Having concluded that Christ will return
after the millennium, Christians of the nineteenth century believed that they could speed
the return of Christ by eradicating the world of its common sinful habits that were
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blocking the millennium. Because slavery was seen as sinful, this postmillennial belief
led a movement of Christians who fought for the abolition of that sinful practice.
The incredible growth of “voluntary societies” can be traced to the eschatology of
the leaders of the Second Great Awakening.37 “Although it may seem far-fetched today,
in the first half of the nineteenth century, this grand optimism inspired the Christians to
combine evangelism and social reform.”38 In addition to organizing voluntary societies
and distributing literature, they built churches, schools, and hospitals.39 Their
commitment to social reform, generated by optimism that the world would be in
existence to enjoy such reforms, would spark the founding of
the American Board of Foreign Missions (1810), the American Bible Society
(1816), the Colonization Society for Liberated Slaves (1817), the American
Sunday School Union (1824), the American Tract Society (1825), the American
Education Society (1826), the American Society for the Promotion of
Temperance (1826), the American Home Missionary Society (1826), and many
more organizations.40
The “benevolent empire” created by the Second Great Awakening was the most robust
effort to meet the social challenges of the nineteenth century.41
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William Seymour
The Azusa Street Revival, led by William Seymour, brought together blacks,
whites, Hispanics, and Asians to worship with levels of excitement the church in America
had never seen.42 This was frowned upon in the “Jim Crow” era, but the revival broke
through that noise. The Pentecostal formula of worship that has become so connected to
the Azusa Street Revival included African American heritage, holiness (Methodism)
theology, and speaking in tongues. These were the memorable signs of this exuberant,
round-the-clock revival. There were some who found the “holy ghost bedlam” and
mixing of races offensive, but they were quickly snubbed by the excitement produced by
the revival.43
After the death of Seymour, the movement began to divide, as Pentecostalism
became “fraught with internal tension.”44 However, this division did not stop the growth
of Pentecostalism. In fact, their spreading caused it to grow more. The primary appeal of
Pentecostalism was not about a specific issue or belief. Instead, it focused on a special
quality of experience and an encounter with God. It brought joy and hope to people who
struggled to find those feelings elsewhere.
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Dwight L. Moody
In the late 1800s, a revivalist with a common touch named Dwight L. Moody
innovated evangelism in the Christian church. “With his boundless physical energy,
natural shrewdness, self-confidence, and eternal optimism, Dwight Lyman Moody could
have become a Gilded Age industrial giant like John D. Rockefeller or Jay Gould.
Instead, he became one of the great evangelists of the nineteenth century.”45 He attracted
children to his ministry with candy and pony rides, and he drew in adults with music and
English classes. He once said, “If you can really make a man believe you love him, you
have won him.”46
E. Stanley Jones
In 1954, a revolutionary missionary named E. Stanley Jones preached a sermon
titled How Are We to Be Changed? In that sermon, he told a story about a preacher who
preached for 10 weeks about how to avoid nervous breakdowns. Soon after that series of
sermons, that pastor had a nervous breakdown. About that Jones said,
Whatever gets your attention gets you, and you become like that at which you
habitually gaze. So getting your eyes on the right place is everything…If you
concentrate for 10 weeks on how to avoid a nervous breakdown, you’ll probably
end in having one…He should have turned to the positive side and talked about
how to live victoriously. Then the victory side of things would have gotten him.47
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It was this focus on “the positive side” that drew Jones’ followers to Jesus as the
divine “yes” rather than a “no.”48 Jones pointed out that “the mood of the present day is
cynicism. Many people are soured by life…And it is turning out badly and sadly, for you
can’t live by a No. You have to live by a Yes.”49 He continued, “Now is Jesus a Yes or a
No? If he is No we cannot take him, because we can’t live by negation. We have to live
by affirmation, for we are affirmative beings. We can’t live by no and cynicism.”50
Billy Graham
In the 1950s, more than 214 million people heard the gospel message from Billy
Graham, one of most influential individuals in Christian history.51 This confident and
optimistic leader relied on the simple and consistent message of repentance and salvation.
His “positive thinking fit well into the 1950s—the Depression was over, the war had been
won, and people longed to pursue their own dreams.”52
Under the preaching of Billy Graham, it was excitement for God’s grace that
drove almost three million people to respond to the invitation to repent and be saved.53
Graham’s straightforward message of a loving heavenly Father who would forgive
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people who had committed great atrocities led a generation of people who had readopted
the consumption of alcohol after prohibition to repent of their sins.
Some may argue that the thesis of this dissertation is overstated, that what the
church really needs is a more accurate and thorough presentation of the gospel, but it is
difficult to argue that a person could give a more accurate and thorough presentation of
the gospel than that of Billy Graham. He is here being held up as an example of the
power of such a presentation. The adoption of a positive mental outlook is not the only
change necessary for the Christian church to become more effective in its mission to
disciple pre-Christians. Billy Graham’s positive mental outlook combined with messages
that were free of cynicism and persistent divisiveness led to revival.
Other Optimistic Revivalists
Not every Christian who played a key role in sparking revival can easily be
described as an optimist, but most of them can. The most notable character trait of Karl
Barth was his courage, but he was also known for the theological virtue of “optimistic
and confident liberalism.”54 William Wilberforce was so optimistic that he was even
initially considered naïve. “He expressed ‘no doubt’ about his chances of quick
success.”55 Walter Rauschenbusch was the man who popularized the social gospel.
“Rauschenbusch was an optimist. He never believed society could become perfect, but he
saw humankind as progressing swiftly toward the kingdom.”56
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Causation of Revival
What will the next great revival of the Christian church look like? Frank
Beardsley says, “If we can learn from the positive experiences of history, maybe we can
work toward the restoration of biblical truth in our generation.”57 A thorough study of the
great revivals of the past reveals that there are only a few commonalities among all of
them, and a few more commonalities among most of them. “There are certain elements of
permanency which have been characteristic of all true revivals from Pentecost down to
the present time. An analysis of the great revivals of history shows these elements to be
prayer, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and the presentation of the gospel.”58 However,
the presence of these elements in all great revivals does not reveal a formula for the
instigation of a great movement of spiritual growth without the active influence of a
sovereign God.
The Holy Spirit
Although we are called to preach the gospel, it is the Lord who accomplishes the
work of drawing people to Him and growing Christian faith to maturity. Leonard Sweet
points out that, “As in Jesus’ parable of the seeds, planting frees us to be extravagant in
love, yet leaves the results for God to germinate and grow.”59 This implies that it is our
responsibility to prayerfully respond to the promptings of the Holy Spirit that lead us to
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evangelize in the right time to the right people. Those promptings are a direct result of the
power received from the Holy Spirit. Acts 1:8 shows that Christians are on a mission to
be God’s witnesses. Paul encourages the Galatians to “keep in step with the Spirit” (Gal.
5:25). Christians should participate with the Holy Spirit who is within them. The power
that is available with the Spirit that lives in Christ-followers is not a resource to be
ignored, and it allows individuals to experience the joy associated with witnessing the
work of God in an individual’s life.
Communication and Technology
The addition of communication technologies on a scale the world has never seen
should be a source of optimism for revival. One contributing factor to most of history’s
great revivals was communication and technology advancements that led to an increased
ability to communicate the gospel message. The ability to speak many languages
empowered the church of Acts to make disciples of all nations soon after they were called
to do so (Matt. 28:16-20). “As the Roman Empire played a major part in preparing the
world for the arrival of Jesus Christ, in a similar way, major advancements in technology
and new discoveries in science and industry helped to prepare the stage for the dawning
of the Reformation.”60 The printing press played a key role in sparking and spreading
both the Reformation and the Great Awakening.61 In fact, the Bible was the first book
printed with Gutenberg’s world-changing, movable-type printing press. This led to the
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affordable availability of the Bible for the masses.62 Print media has continued to play a
key role in almost every revival in history. The World War Two Revival (1935-1950),
largely led by leaders such as Billy Graham, J. Edwin Orr, Stuart Hamblin (a radio
personality), and Jim Vaus, would not have been as widespread without radio
evangelism.63 Television has yet to participate in a great revival; neither has the internet
since it changed our world by moving “from just information (1.0) to interaction and
connectivity (2.0) and became a dialogue, not a monologue.”64
Leonard Sweet argues that social media is “poised to ignite revival” because of its
ability to use words not for the sake of the words themselves but for expressing ideas,
sharing news, telling stories, and developing relationships.65 Avid users of social media
use it to find and maintain connection with each other, and this connection has the
potential to lead to open dialogue about important topics. Sweet believes it is more
natural to incarnate the gospel in TGIF (Twitter, Google, Instagram, Facebook) Culture
than in the world of the Gutenbergers (those who are focused on words).66
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Optimism for American Revival
Most Christians in the West struggle to find confidence in the viability of
Christian revival. “To most, revival is no more than a dream,” but anticipation of revival
is an important step in beginning the process of preparing and praying for it.67 The
excitement of Kingdom growth and positive construals of others’ drives dedicated
disciples of Christ to pursue evangelism on a grand scale.
There is much to anticipate in the potential of revival, but it is not the specific
happenings within one that are common to all revivals. It is the outcomes that are so
worth hoping for: the sense of God’s holiness, a heightened sense of the reality of hell
and the heinous nature of our sinfulness, the awesome cost to our Lord in His death for us
on the cross, and a heightened sense of love for God.68 The methods used to fan the
flames of revival and awaken souls to their need of revival will change, but the Christian
unity and healing that results will be consistent. A common thread of optimistic
expectation of revival is found throughout history in the people who God used to most
effectively spread His gospel.
The next chapter will reveal signs that America is primed for revival, and it will
discuss proper methods to correct the image problem that is hindering revival.
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CHAPTER 4:
JUSTIFICATION FOR OPTIMISM FOR CHURCH GROWTH
If, then, it is determined that Christians have reason to be optimistic and even
confident about the future growth of the Christian church, it is necessary to consider
America’s readiness for revival and church growth.
Potential for Revival
Jesus referred to the imagery of a well-known phrase about crops being ready for
harvest when He described people in need of eternal life as crops in need of harvesting
(John 4:35-36). Jesus used this metaphor to motivate His followers to take action, to
invite people to accept the gift of grace through faith. Like the people in the first century,
Americans are showing signs of being ripe for harvest, but if Christians are going to
become optimistic about their ability to reap that harvest, they must understand how best
to recognize it and then how to prepare for it.
Forework
Leonard Sweet says, “‘Best practices’ is working based on what you learned
yesterday, but the half-life [the time it takes something to degenerate] of information is
getting too short to rely completely on what has already happened.”1 The forwardthinking Christian will adopt semiotic practices that account for the past but act in
accordance with what will happen in the future. This dissertation will refer to the biblical
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practice of preparing for the future by reading the signs of the times with the past in mind
as “forework.”2 In order to reach the youngest generations with the gospel, proper
forework is necessary, and it appears that the youngest generations are hungry for the
discipleship that this forework will provide. As we look at the characteristics of the
generations of the future, we will see signs of eagerness to become part of a mission that
gives meaning and purpose. This chapter will demonstrate their desire for optimistic
mentors and hospitable fellowship, and it will explore the youngest generations alive in
order to begin the forework necessary to reach future generations.
A New Age
In an essay written just after the Second World War, historian Christopher
Dawson explains that there have been six identifiable “ages” in relation to the Christian
church and faith, each lasting for three or four centuries and each following a similar
course: each of these ages began and ended in crisis.3 “The heart of each crisis was the
same: intense attack by new enemies from within and from outside the church, which in
turn demanded new spiritual determination and drive. Without this determination and
drive, the church would have lost the day.”4 In his reflections on Dawson’s essay, James
Emery White says that he believes “we are at the end of an age and stand at the beginning
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of another. A seventh age.”5 Like the beginning of a new school year for a seventhgrader, this new age brings excitement about a new period of growth and advancement.
Phyllis Tickle, like many historians, divides the past two thousand years into 500year cycles. She calls these cycles the “Greats”: The Great Transformation of the first
century, the Great Decline of the sixth century, the Great Schism of the eleventh century,
the Great Reformation of the sixteenth century, and now the Great Emergence of the
twenty-first century. She claims that the Great Emergence will be “equal in its impact” to
the most impactful of the Greats, the Great Transformation.6 She espouses the writings of
Harvey Cox, who argues we are entering the third age of history that Joachim of Fiore
called the Age of the Spirit.7 Joachim developed a philosophy of history that contains
three ages of increasing spirituality: the age of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.8
Tickle and Cox believe we are entering the third age, the Age of the Spirit. Whether it is
recognized as Pentecostalism, the Charismatic movement, Emergence Christianity, or the
rise of the “spiritual but not religious,” observers of Christianity recognize a shift has
begun.9 Proper forework that reflects this shift is now necessary.
A thorough look at the impact of Tickle’s 500-year cycles could not be more
exciting for the future of the Church. Each of the periods have had three distinct results: a
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“new, more vital form of Christianity” emerges, a purer expression of Christianity arises,
and, most importantly, “the faith has spread—and been spread—dramatically into new
geographic and demographic areas, thereby increasing exponentially the range and depth
of Christianity’s reach as a result of its time of unease and distress.”10 In these times, the
power centers of Christianity lose their power, and new growth results. The exponential
growth is aided by the resulting split, which leaves the original system intact, although in
a new form, while an entirely new system is also created.
The changes of these 500-year cycles aren’t only being felt in the church. The
world, as in past cycles, is experiencing unprecedented times of reconfiguration. In
March of 2015, Doug Sosnik, a senior adviser to President Bill Clinton and author of a
New York Times bestseller on the future of politics in the United States, writes that
America is “going through the most significant period of change since the beginning of
the Industrial Revolution…Years from now we are going to look back at this period of
time and see it as a ‘hinge’ moment…a connection point that ties two historical periods in
time, one before and one afterward.”11 The world is also seeing an increase in the number
of people who consider themselves introverts,12 a rise in depression,13 and a widespread
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addiction to social media.14 Those who pay attention to the happenings of the world have
become increasingly aware that the world is passing through almost unprecedented times
of change.15
James Emery White points out that
identifying these “hinge moments” is actually a deeply biblical idea. The Bible
lauds the men of Issachar for being sensitive to exactly these kinds of dynamics:
“From the tribes of Issachar, there were 200 leaders…All these men understood
the signs of the times and knew the best course for Israel to take” (I Corinthians
12:32 NLT)…That tandem—knowing the signs of the times and how best to live
in light of them—is key.16
If we are on the verge of a new age of Christianity, it is more important than ever
to understand the semiotics of tomorrow and prioritize forework. If Christians want the
Church to be vibrant and vital, they would be wise to understand the changes taking
place. Otherwise, they face the potential of becoming irrelevant and time-bound, circling
wagons with dreams of yesteryears. Dr. Leonard Sweet says, “if you want to hit a moving
target, throw where the receiver is not.”17 Throw where the receiver is going to be.
Six Living Generations
Forework is most evidently necessary in preparing the church for a consistent
increase in the number of generations it will be challenged to incorporate. With the
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addition of Generation Z (also called Founders), there are six generations alive today, and
a seventh is being born. As the life expectancy of people continues to rise, the number of
generations alive at any given time will only increase. James Emery White points out that
Generation Z now constitutes 25.9 percent of the U.S. population.18 What forework is
necessary for a church that is challenged to shift into a culture of many generations?
White points out that “one of the natural flows of the church…is that left to itself the
church will grow old.”19 A generation does not naturally effectively evangelize the next
generation. Compound this problem by six generations, and you have a major problem
without a balancing effort to make change a core value. “If the natural flow of the church
is to skew older, the leadership of the church must invest a disproportionate amount of
energy and intentionality in order to maintain a vibrant population of young adults.”20
The necessary forework in a church that doesn’t want to grow old will include employing
and empowering young people, giving them responsibility early and often, prioritizing
children and youth ministry, conducting research on young people, cultivating a culture
of discipleship, etc. The church won’t die with the death of older generations, but it will
be healthier in the future if the older generations foster relationships with younger
generations to pave the way for a healthy transfer of wisdom.
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Reason for Optimism
Each age of Christianity begins and ends with frightening signs of decline, but the
discouraging beginnings of each age are eclipsed by revivals, growth, and progress.
Having experienced the first R-rated presidential election in American history (Trump v.
Clinton), it may seem that the future of humanity looks grim, but open-minded historians
would paint a more optimistic picture of the future.21 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
famously said that “…somehow the arc of the moral universe is long but it bends toward
justice.”22 The seventh-age theory provides a logical explanation that reconciles Church
decline statistics with the following proofs that the Church is not dying: First,
“Christianity is on the rise worldwide, particularly in the global south. Christianity also
remains the world’s largest faith, and the most distant projections to 2050 see it
maintaining that lead.”23 The second and more convincing proof for Christians is a
prophecy of Jesus Christ. Referring to the fact that Peter knew that Jesus is the Son of the
Living God, Jesus says to Peter, “Now I say to you that you are Peter (which means
‘rock’), and upon this rock I will build my church, and all the powers of hell will not
conquer it” (Matt. 16:18 NLT).
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Paving the Way for Pessimism
The reasons for optimism listed above have not convinced all Christian thinkers to
adopt strategies that are driven by optimism, including long-game forework. Winning the
long game, as outlined by Steven Krupp and Paul Shoemaker, requires forework similar
to the strategic plan of the War Conference to infiltrate Hollywood, Laurence Golborne to
rescue thirty-three miners trapped thousands of feet below ground, and Nelson Mandela
to lead a country at the brink of civil war toward peace and new prosperity.24 These
accomplishments didn’t occur accidentally, but with an optimistic long-game strategy
that allows forward-thinking leaders to accomplish what others could not. They believed
in their ability to accomplish their goals, so they were persistent to carry out the forework
that would do in the long term what could not be accomplished in a short time.
The pessimism of the American Christian church has caused failure in
implementing this principle, and their short-mindedness has contributed to the exodus of
countless young people from the church.25 Like most prominent American
premillennialists, Dr. Adoniram Judson (A. J.) Gordon, who expected the papacy to
produce the antichrist, “founded institutions and conducted ministerial affairs out of a
theology of haste, not out of a long-range vision for the health of Evangelical
Christianity.”26 Scott M. Gibson reports that American premillennialists stood against the
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postmillennialists’ mission philosophy and strategy of a gradual conversion and universal
righteousness on earth. In fact, “the premillennialist did not guarantee or even expect the
conversion of the world.”27 While they did demand the presentation of the gospel to
everyone, they, like Jonah to the Ninevites, considered the preaching of the gospel as a
“necessary preparation for the Second Coming of Christ’s return.”28 The preaching of the
gospel was done with a pessimistic doubt of widespread conversions. Although in the
lifetime of A.J. Gordon (1836-1895) postmillennialism would continue to dominate
North American theology, he and other theologians of his time sparked a shift in
theological thought and practice. Rather than optimistically believe, like the
postmillennialists, that the world is bettering itself, that “war, famine, oppression, and
slavery would be wiped out,” premillennialists ridiculed the notion that the world would
be converted to Christ.29 Guided by Matthew 24:14, their focus shifted from the goal of
“conversion” to the simpler goal of “witness.” Gordon asserts,
Now to witness to the world and to win the world are not necessarily coextensive
undertakings; and when the Church shall have testified the gospel of the grace of
God among all nations, it may be that multitudes will yet remain disobedient to
the heavenly message. Therefore, I boldly affirm that the Church has nowhere
assigned to it the achievement of converting the world in the dispensation.30
Gordon, together with other premillennialists such as D.L. Moody and A.T. Pierson
paved the way for twentieth-century theologians to fully abandon long-game, missional
strategies that would reach the next generations and beyond.
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The Youngest Generations
As the twenty-first century becomes increasingly short-minded, instead of
preparing for the future and adjusting accordingly, the modern American evangelical
church chooses to criticize millennials rather than learn how to converse with them. Grant
Skeldon, a millennial author, calls discipleship “a bridge between generations.”31 He
writes, “the one way to guarantee you will never understand us is to criticize us without
spending time with us.”32 The impact of criticizing rather than conversing has taken a toll
on the church, but, even worse than that, it caused the church to be completely blindsided
by Generation Z.
The Image Problem and Generation Z
Christian leadership gurus have continued to focus on how to produce change in
the next generation, talking about “the problem with millennials.”33 The millennial
generation is not the youngest generation. That title has long belonged to Generation Z
(Gen Z) and is now being taken by another generation, yet to be named. Much about the
current form of the American evangelical church clashes with Generation Z, and that
generation now encompasses a quarter of our population and a far greater portion of those
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individuals who would be considered the “nones” or “outsiders.” “The pattern is
indisputable: The younger the generation, the more post-Christian it is.”34
The church’s “swagger” does not reflect the servant leadership and hospitable
grace of the God Christians say they follow.35 To the youngest generations, this
disconnect is seen as hypocrisy. The battle cry of many of the loudest Christians has
focused more on the things about pre-Christians that annoy Christians rather than on love
for the lost. This causes Christians to be primarily judgmental and hypocritical, and the
youngest generations feel rejected by Christians because they are being judged for
behaviors that are prohibited by the Bible and even for behaviors that are not. Those
people who claim to represent the love of Jesus have demonized sinners before they show
extravagant hospitality. This is why Christians are primarily seen as antihomosexual,
judgmental, and hypocritical.
By looking at the characteristics of millennials and Generation Z, the rest of this
chapter will reveal reasons for optimism. For the purpose of this study, this chapter will
not report the historical and environmental occurrences that developed these features in
the youngest generations, but it will evaluate these features in formulating an effective
discipleship strategy. If a positive mental outlook will lead to success, the church can
learn a lesson from Generation Z, which is currently the most optimistic generation
alive.36
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Founders
When MTV conducted a nationwide survey of one thousand respondents born
after the year 2000 to see how they would identify themselves if they had the choice, they
came up with the self-important name “The Founders”—as in needing to “found the new
world,” rescuing it from the sins of the past.37 Social entrepreneurship is one of
Generation Z’s most popular career choices.38 Because they are the first generation to
have a majority of members who believe the world is headed in the wrong direction,
members of Gen Z have a strong sense of independence and an entrepreneurial spirit,
attempting to take things into their own hands to correct the mistakes of the previous
generations. That is where their optimism comes from. They believe they can do it. Gen
Z will not accept the conclusions of previous generations without at least reimagining
them.
Logan LaPlante, a member of Generation Z, calls the best members of his
generation “Hackers.” He says that “Hackers are innovators. Hackers are people who
challenge and change the system to make them work differently. To make them work
better…I’m growing up in a world that needs more people with a hacker mindset.”39
Robert Noyce, cofounder of Intel, once said optimism is “an essential ingredient of
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innovation. How else can the individual welcome change over security, adventure over
staying in safe places?”40 According to Carmine Gallo, optimists are the best
entrepreneurs, largely because they are inspiring communicators who rally people to a
better future. The founders of the youngest generations will be drawn to an optimistic
church.41
Digital Connection
Research from the Wharton School declares that “already one defining
characteristic is abundantly clear: This generation is Wi-Fi enabled.”42 They have a mass
comfort with technology that dwarfs that of previous generations. Their smart phones are
extensions of their bodies. David Bell calls them the “Internet-in-its-pocket” generation.43
Teenagers spend nearly nine hours a day absorbing media.44 “The implications of this
constant connection to the internet and, through it, the world and all of its information
leads to…the ‘ability to find whatever they’re after without the help of intermediaries—
such as libraries, shops, or teachers.’ This has made them ‘more independent and selfdirected than the generation before them.’”45 What then do they need the Church for?
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What do they need pastors for? What is the Church offering these young people that they
can’t get online? The data is easily accessible, but trusted interpreters are needed,
teachers and pastors who will interpret the data in light of Jesus and His Kingdom. It
won’t work to simply criticize the Kardashians. The church must interpret the
Kardashians in some meaningful way. Has the Church prioritized things that will keep
Gen Z connected to it, such as community and fellowship, opportunities to serve,
emotionally impactful environments, mentorship, etc.? The successful church will. If the
Church continues to become more cynical and judgmental, it will not.
It should be a source of great optimism for the church that Generation Z
recognizes the flaw in the millennial preference for online interaction (a fact that is
changing), and only 15 percent of Gen Z prefers to interact with their friends via social
media rather than face to face.46 In fact, even when they do interact online, they have
adopted face-to-face options like FaceTime and Skype like no generation before.47 They
have begun to reverse the trend of physical disconnectedness.48 This could be a wideopen door for the church to step in and connect with this generation in a way that
education and entertainment will not.
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Seeking Wisdom
Seventy-eighty percent of Gen Z still believes in the existence of God, but only
41% attend weekly religious services, and only 8% would cite a religious leader as a role
model.49 So, who are their role models? No one knows, not even them. They are still
searching for them. In fact, a staggering 75 percent of the members of Gen Z are looking
for a mentor.50 Unlike previous generations, their parents failed to serve as positive role
models.
One of the marks of Generation Z is that they are being raised, by and large, by
Generation X—a generation that was warned repeatedly not to become
“helicopter” parents (i.e., always hovering over their children). As a result,
Generation Z has been given more space and more independence than any other
generation. This means that Generation Z is very self-directed.51
They are “leaderless.” 52 Their families have, on average, done little to direct them or
hand them a story that works. This has resulted in a generation that has knowledge
beyond any generation before, but they lack the wisdom mentors would provide. This
would explain ISIS’ success in recruiting young people.53 The youngest generations
“have access to more knowledge content than any other generation in human history, but
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many lack discernment for how to wisely apply that knowledge to their lives and
world.”54
Young people are searching for wisdom. “Within our world, there is an amazingly
deep sense of awe and wonder about the universe. And the ones who felt this the most” is
Generation Z.55 ISIS stole some of our best metaphors and used them to attract thousands
to die for an evil cause. However, they are not the first generation to come to horrible
conclusions in a search for truth and meaning. The German notion of the Führer came
from a generation searching for meaning and “guidance out of its troubles.”56 They are
searching for confident, optimistic leaders who believe that they can change the world.
In order to reach Gen Z, proper forework will involve engagement with their
questions, their viewpoints, and their perspectives. Christians should enter into their chat
rooms, respond to their blogs, and answer their tweets even more effectively than ISIS.
ISIS maintained 24-hour online operation, and before military efforts thwarted many of
their efforts, their effectiveness was expanded by larger rings of sympathetic volunteers
and fans who passed on its messages and viewpoints, reeling in potential recruits.57 They
successfully turned their followers into evangelists. How much more can Christians
accomplish with a message of hope?
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In a letter to Charles Thruston, who believed the misrepresentation of facts by a
powerful faction wanting to separate from the United States and join Britain would
succeed, George Washington wrote, “Truth will ultimately prevail where pains is taken to
bring it to light.”58 Truth is a powerful force that makes a great ally in just pursuits (John
8:32). When combined with the benefit of absolute truth, which is the good news of
God’s love and grace, a positive mental outlook will help Christians introduce truth to
future generations and spur the next great American revival, just as it did past revivals.
Evangelists
On June 11, 2007, Apple published a press release that would forever change our
world. It was titled “iPhone to Support Third-Party Web 2.0 Applications.”59 Apple
inspired and empowered their followers to be their evangelists. They did it by giving their
followers the power to create, to found new technologies. As Founders, the members of
Gen Z are evangelists of their favorite brands, politicians, and celebrities. A hospitable,
gracious, and benevolent church could tap into this potential more than a piece of
technology could. Their energy could bring excitement to the Church for the potential of
tangible life change in our world on a revolutionary scale. In The Gospel According to
Starbucks, Leonard Sweet writes, “Jesus recommended that his disciples learn something
from the wisdom of the world. He observed that ‘the people of this world’ pursue their
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dreams with greater passion and intelligence than ‘the people of the light.’”60 The church
may have to educate itself in the ways of Apple and the world in order to again become
creators of dream fulfillment rather than fighters of unnecessary battles.
In Nudge, Leonard Sweet suggests that, “for the twenty-first century, evangelism
will be built on nudges that have more to do with life before death than death and the
afterlife, that focus more on the love of Christ than the wrath of God, that worry less
about dying than about never having lived.”61 That would be an optimistic movement
Generation Z would love to evangelize for, and that is a life they want to live. Our lives
are stories, but Boomers are planners who want to take the best-case scenario and turn it
into a strategic plan. The future is coming at us too fast for that, and it is full of surprises.
That is one reason churches are getting hit so hard. Due to a lack of forework, Christians
weren’t ready for the future with the right metaphors or the right tone. The most practical
thing a person can come up with to guide him or her into the future is a metaphor and a
nudge toward life and love.
Like secular social marketing organizations, the Church can utilize a framework
to create little ambassadors who will evangelize the world. How could Christians do this?
By being the best storytellers. The effectiveness of a sales tactic has a relatively short
lifespan. The really good stories are eternally effective recruiters. Jesus spent most of His
ministry teaching His followers to be confident, optimistic storytellers, but Christians
attempt to systematize the stories and make them linear. They see the stories as a tool to
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create systematic theology rather than as the theology itself. By calling the story of Jesus
a theography, Leonard Sweet argues that the story of God is theology.62 If Christians
could perfect the art of telling stories, they could do more to make disciples of all nations.
Geoff White, the North America Digital Brand Manager for Nike Women and
Men’s Training, says Nike “can’t sell products that don’t have a good story.”63 Today’s
marketers have recognized that the successful campaign will tell true brand stories, get
more personal, realize less is more, and get to the point.64 In a personal interview on June
17, 2016, he explained, “It’s not about pushing product on people. It’s about making Nike
part of a story.”65 This story-centricity and an increase in visual communication
technologies (emoji, FaceTime, Skype, etc.), have led Generation Z to be the most visual
generation in history.66
Seeking Authenticity
Like millennials, Generation Z is on a mission to seek out that which is
authentic.67 Geoff White says it’s no longer helpful to advertise products in fictional
scenarios. Millennials and Gen Z want to know that there is a heart behind the story of
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the products for which they choose to become evangelists. He goes on to say, “We hire
the best Instagram photographers to photograph authentic sport in its natural habitat, and
we place Nike in that story. We don’t just show the product. We show our product being
used in an authentic space. Young people don’t want to see Kobe Bryant playing
basketball in an arena. They want to see him working out behind the scenes.”68
Reflecting on a Leonard Sweet presentation about semiotics, Ken Tennyson
recognizes a dynamic at work in the youngest generations. He says,
Reality television is often bemoaned for its lack of meaningful content and its
voyeuristic tendencies…I am interested in why it is so popular given the oft
expressed discontent. An unscripted, live shooting represents an actual event, a
one-time occurrence that shows its imperfections as well as triumphs…Instead of
a clean, linear story that has a clear ending, reality T.V. tells many stories
simultaneously, and the ending is often messy and unfinished…It seems to me
that a hunger for authenticity and adventure drive the current trend in reality
T.V.69
The successful church of the future will be authentic, which means a departure from the
current pedestrian church to a participatory church model. There will be a shift from a
pedestrian church to authentic church.70
Participatory
Many have argued that podcasts and online church will overtake the current form
of church. This will happen in some cases, but the development of the voice of the
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individual would seem to suggest that people desire to have a voice or personally know
the voice that they listen to (blogs, likes, comments, etc.). The satellite church will need
to accommodate this paradigm shift if it will have longevity.71 Leonard Sweet calls these
young generations a Karaoke Culture.72 People want their voice to be heard.
The younger generations have introduced a shift in the way people socialize and
build relationships. Nowhere has this change been more evident than in social media
platforms and coffee shops. In a CBS interview, Katie Couric asked Howard Shultz, the
CEO of Starbucks, “When you look around a Starbucks, what do you see?” His response
explains why Starbucks has so successfully met the needs of this social generation. “I see
a deep sense of community,” Howard Schultz replied. “We’ve intended, from day one, to
really kind of build a third place between home and work. And really, I think at a time in
America where people are hungry for human connection, we're providing that.”73
Starbucks is currently fulfilling the need for a third place. The Church is perfectly
positioned to step back into that role. The Church can become known as the friendliest
place in America. Why are Christians looking to Starbucks for insight on creating an
environment conducive of relationship-building when the God-man they follow was the
greatest social marketer in history? And the product Christians offer is free, graceful, and
available to all. This social evolution represents the greatest opportunity for church
growth.
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This reveals another error in the way the Christian evangelistic strategy has failed.
Leonard Sweet writes,
Christians have much to learn about faith as a lived experience, not a thought
experiment. Rational faith—the form of Christianity that relies on argument,
logic, and apologetics to establish and defend its rightness—has failed miserably
in meeting people where they live. Intellectual arguments over doctrine and
theology are fine for divinity school, but they lose impact at the level of daily life
experience. Starbucks knows that people live for engagement, connection,
symbols, and meaningful experiences. If you read the Bible, you’ll see that the
people of God throughout history have known the same thing. Life at its very best
is a passionate experience, not a doctoral dissertation.74
Later, he adds, “Today, too many Christians line up to follow God out of duty or guilt, or
even hoping to win a ticket to heaven. They completely miss the warmth and richness of
the experience of living with God. They fail to pick up the aroma of what God is doing in
their part of town.”75 That warmth and richness would be very attractive to Generation Z.
One of the primary changes that needs to occur in the church is a shift from rows
of people judging a preacher’s theology and style to authentic, participatory circles of
people discussing strategies and ideas that will touch the hearts of young people. Ben
Reed, author of Starting Small, says, “If you are really committed to spiritual formation,
you’ve got to have a system that allows everybody to participate.”76 Circles are much
more conducive to the Gen-Z priorities of fellowship, mentorship, service, and emotional
support. In circles, where two-way communication is valued, hospitality comes more
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naturally, and relational care is superior to pastoral care.77 These are the qualities of a
church that can reach the youngest generations.
The signs of ripeness are undeniable. The potential for growth is great. As the
Church shifts from assumed mission failure to optimistic hope for the future, it will
realize the benefits that a positive mental outlook can have on a group of people. In order
to reach new people rather than rely on addition solely by handing our faith to our
offspring, the church will need to utilize the attractive and motivating qualities of positive
networkers and authentic community.
Spiritually Illiterate
The church is not losing millennials and Generation Z because they have weighed
the claims of Christianity and found them to be unacceptable. They are leaving the
church because they are ignorant of the claims of Christianity. They don’t engage with
Christian ideas because they don’t see a need for the church. In other words, they are
resistant to Christians, not to Christ.
James Emery White says,
Apologetics, in many ways, is at its best when it finds the cultural bridges we can
walk across, and then, while walking, address the questions and barriers that
exists along the path…Perhaps the most defining mark of members of Generation
Z, in terms of their spiritual lives, is their spiritual illiteracy…They do not know
what the Bible says…They are more than post-Christian. They don’t even have a
memory of the gospel.78
Part of this shift is due to Generation Z’s feeling that they don’t need to have spiritual or
religious knowledge because of the vast amount of information so readily available on
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their devices. Due to this paradigm, Chuck Kelley, president of New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary, points out that the new task of education is to “help students
evaluate information.”79 Young people had access to information about ISIS, but they
were unable to evaluate the value and reliability of the information.
In UnChristian, David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons described the hostility of
younger non-Christians toward Christianity, but in their most recent book, Good Faith,
they say, “Yet an even more significant challenge may be that growing numbers of
adults, and especially younger adults, have no inkling that Christianity matters and could
matter to them. Furthermore, they have little appreciation for how Christians generate
good in the world.”80 There is now an opportunity to introduce a new kind of Christianity
that actually reflects the intentions of Christ.
Change
It seems harsh to say, but the church has long relied on the death of the older
generations for change. On the surface, it revealed itself through battles like the worship
wars that were fueled by the growing range of style preferences due to the growing
number of generations represented in each church. Generation X loved their pews, but the
millennials couldn’t wait to replace them with chairs. Each generation puts its own twist
on theologies, adopts unique communication styles, and develops its own structures. With
six generations currently alive due to longer life expectancies, change is not happening
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fast enough for the church to do what is necessary to reach the younger generations.81
Each generation has unique tendencies, struggles, and story-forming experiences. The
Church will need to learn quickly the stories that will reach the next generation. When the
church is at its best, change and evolving messaging are a core value rather than a natural
result of life cycles.
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CHAPTER 5:
POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY FUELS CHURCH GROWTH
Many pastors posit that they would be happier if their church grew. Is it possible
that the inverse is true, that happiness could actually fuel the growth they believe God has
called their church to experience? Barbara L. Fredrickson, a leading thinker on the effects
of positive psychology, shows that those individuals who are most positive are more
creative, knowledgeable, resilient, socially integrated, and healthy. It is these attributes
that lead them to perform most successfully.1 Increasing positive emotions is a “a key
determinant” of the amount of energy individuals bring to their work.2 Optimism is
attractive and contagious. It is also energizing, and the Church has no reason to avoid the
benefits of that mindset. This final chapter will focus on the benefits an increase in
positivity will bring to the church. A positive mindset will actually help people in the
Church operate more productively in their role as disciple makers. The Church is destined
to grow, and it has no reason to allow fear and pessimism to creep into its messaging.
I am currently the pastor of a growing church in Gillette, Wyoming called New
Life Wesleyan Church. Our church is a member of The Wesleyan Church. Like most
denominations, ours is divided into districts, and there are a few districts, including the
one my church is in, that are exceptionally healthy. In a country that closes 4,000
Christian churches for every 1,000 it opens, our district is growing rapidly. Why is it
growing? I believe it is largely a result of courage that comes from optimistic guidance.
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The pastors of the churches in the Northwest District are backed by leaders who
encourage them to take risks, believing success is possible, and district leadership blocks
for them when those risks get them in trouble. The joy and confidence that results from
watching sister churches grow creates a healthy competition that motivates other
churches to work harder. It also creates a feeling of optimism that church growth is
possible, and it can be led by seemingly normal people. Church leaders here enjoy a
healthy team environment that provides encouragement when setbacks happen, and there
is a collective celebration when success results. Pastors who have struggled to lead small
churches in other districts have taken small churches in the Northwest District and led
them to tremendous growth.
What would happen if the Christian church in America adopted an optimistic
approach? If all of the churches in America were placed on a scatter-plot diagram that
shows the correlation between growth/decline rates and average attendance, annual
giving, or the pastor’s salary, you would begin to see trends in the data, but there would
inevitably be outliers. The common scientific practice is to remove the outliers and focus
on the trends. Tal Ben-Shahar calls this “the error of the average.”3 That’s the first
mistake traditional science makes. Shawn Achor says it this way: “If we study merely
what is average, we will remain merely average.”4 It’s time to start looking at the
churches that buck the trend of decline and ask what they are doing right to reach people
with the gospel while so many others fail to do so. Focus on the outliers.
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Realistic Optimism
In The Happiness Advantage, Achor writes, “the more you believe in your own
ability to succeed the more likely it is that you will.”5 If Christians are to take advantage
of the benefits of a positive mental outlook, they will first need to believe that there is
plenty of reason to be optimistic about the future of the Church. Achor demonstrates that
before people can take advantage of positivity, they must believe success is possible.6
There are two types of optimism: unrealistic, or blind, optimism and realistic
optimism. When this dissertation uses the word “optimism,” it is referring to the latter
type, realistic optimism. Jim Collins, in his famous book Good to Great, gives optimism
a bad name by his explanation of the Stockdale Paradox. 7 In his telling of the story of
Vietnam prisoners who were overly optimistic about the timeline of their release, Collins
points out that those soldiers who believed they would be released by a specific time
eventually gave up hope. This paper is not endorsing blind optimism for the Christian
church or pointing to unrealistic timelines. It calls for optimism that is well-founded in
the truth of biblical prophecy and the experienced faithfulness of God. This optimism can
be compared to Christian faith. It has no expiration date. “Faith is confidence in what we
hope for and assurance about what we do not see” (Heb. 11:1).
This chapter will highlight the negative effects pessimism and cynicism have on
the Church and the positive effects optimism has on the Church, but the same is true of
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all organizations. The Christian church culture suffers from an epidemic of pessimism,
believing the future will be worse than the past, and cynicism, believing pre-Christians
are the enemy rather than the prize. Historically, America was seen as an optimistic
country. The American dream, although a flawed objective destined to result in
disappointment, gave Americans hope, something to look forward to, but that seems to be
rapidly changing. Pessimism and cynicism are gripping the nation on a large scale. As
commonly referenced, Heather Long points out a surprising change in trend: 57 percent
of Americans believe the country is “doing poorly,” and 56 percent of Americans think
the next generation will be worse off than they are financially, but is all this doom and
gloom justified? In short, not really. Even though Americans are doing much better than
they did in the past on multiple fronts, including finances and health,8 ten times more
people suffer from major depression now than in 1945.9 The good news is that the
Church is best equipped to reverse that trend.
Positivity Leads to Success
Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener use the terms positive psychology and positive
affect to imply a general sense of happiness and optimism. They write that “the
characteristics related to positive affect include confidence, optimism, and self-efficacy;
likability and positive construals of others; sociability, activity, and energy; prosocial
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behavior; immunity and physical well-being; effective coping with challenge and stress;
and originality and flexibility.”10 It is this line of reasoning that will lead to the
conclusion that a Christian’s positive or negative emotions actually affect them in such a
significant way that their ability to fulfill the Great Commission is affected.
Achor writes an appealing introduction to the beneficial effects of optimism and
happiness. He says,
For untold generations, we have been led to believe that happiness orbited around
success. That if we work hard enough, we will be successful, and only if we are
successful will we become happy. Success was thought to be the fixed point of
the work universe, with happiness revolving around it. Now, thanks to
breakthroughs in the burgeoning field of positive psychology, we are learning that
the opposite is true. When we are happy—when our mindset and mood are
positive—we are smarter, more motivated, and thus more successful.11
As referenced before, Sonja Lyubomirsky, the author of The How of Happiness,
argues that happy people show “more flexibility and ingenuity in their thinking and are
more productive in their jobs. They are better leaders and negotiators and earn more
money. They are more resilient in the face of hardship, have stronger immune systems,
and are physically healthier. Happy people even live longer.”12 Advocates of Church
success would have no problem recognizing the benefit that would result if Christ’s
disciples and clergy exhibited those characteristics, and as advocates of the gospel and
representatives of Jesus Christ, all Christians would increase their effectiveness if they
were consistently and lastingly happy.
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The most successful people, those people who just seem to always get lucky, are
almost always those people who are most positive. For them, happiness isn’t something
that they hope to have someday. It is a necessary commodity of the journey. In general,
they get farther in life, and they have more fun doing it. This is not to say that all success
is achieved entirely by a positive mental outlook, but it is one of the most helpful and
universal tools available for achievement and perseverance. “Study after study shows that
happiness precedes important outcomes and indicators of thriving.”13
So why has the world failed to recognize the benefits of a positive mental outlook,
or what Achor calls “the happiness advantage”? A majority of psychologists agree with
the findings of Achor, but the business world, political and religious leaders, and
educators cling to their false idea that success leads to happiness and not the other way
around. Many workers say that happiness is a necessary casualty of success, and they
sentence themselves to a lifetime of excruciating toil. For some, happiness is even seen as
a weakness, and as they avoid it, they miss out on the achievement they seek. They
continue to drown themselves in effort, perhaps hoping for happiness, while those who
are most happy pass them on the ladder of success.
In “The Benefits of Frequent Positive Affect: Does Happiness Lead to Success?”
Lyubomirsky, King, and Diener also argue that “positive affect,” or positivity, produces
success.14 They analyzed the results of over 200 studies performed on almost 275,000
individuals and discovered that happiness leads to success in almost every area of life,
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including marriage, healthy friendships, community involvement, creativity, careers, and
business efforts. They conclude that “research on well-being consistently reveals that the
characteristics and resources valued by society correlate with happiness.”15 But it is not
correlated in the way most people assume. Most individuals assume that “success makes
people happy.” The opposite is true.16 Happiness and positive emotions, like optimism,
“lead people to think, feel, and act in ways that promote both resource building and
involvement with approach goals.”17 When optimism is the predominant emotion that a
person feels, the person is led to see things in the world that are going well, and when all
is going well, people can “expand their resources and friendships; they can take the
opportunity to build their repertoire of skills for future use; or they can rest and relax to
rebuild their energy after expending high levels of effort.”18 Richard Branson, the famous
CEO of Virgin Group, says, “more than any other element, fun is the secret of Virgin’s
success.”19
Positive Mental Outlook
God, the maker of our bodies, and therefore our brains, speaks through King
David when he says, “Take delight in the Lord, and he will give you the desires of your
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heart” (Ps. 37:4). David connected delight and achievement in that order. “Theologians
and scientists alike are beginning to understand the important intersection of spiritual
formation and brain research.”20 Making a connection between delight, or happiness, and
success is not a new construct. The Apostle Paul also seems to tap into the benefits of
optimism. He writes to the Corinthians, “That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight in
weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I am weak,
then I am strong. I have made a fool of myself, but you drove me to it. I ought to have
been commended by you, for I am not in the least inferior to the ‘super-apostles,’ even
though I am nothing” (2 Cor. 12:10-11). Even when the future seemed grim to the world,
Paul was able to see the glorious future that God had in store.
Perhaps it was the positive mental outlook of Christians that caused persecution to
advance and rejuvenate the followers of Christ. Acts 8:1-8 shows that some of the
original success of evangelism came as a result of persecution. As the Church was
persecuted, they spread out geographically, taking the gospel with them. In Luke 21:1213, Jesus warns His disciples of persecution, but He also encourages His audience that
persecution would give an opportunity for evangelism. Tertullian famously said, “the
blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church.”21 To dismiss the postmillennialist’s
interpretation of Scripture due to a lack of Christian suffering during the rise of
Christianity is overstating the Bible’s warnings of suffering. It also requires a great
watering-down of the word “suffer” to imply that all Christians in America face
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persecution and suffering for their faith. Persecution cannot be seen as a requirement for
membership in Christ’s Kingdom. The topic of ongoing persecution and suffering of the
Church is an important debate, and the fact that Christian suffering does not always
detour the success of the Great Commission does not mean suffering is the only way the
gospel can spread.
When his builders were tempted to give up, Nehemiah held a church service and
delivered an uplifting message of hope and strength that comes from the joy of the Lord:
Ezra opened the book. All the people could see him because he was standing
above them; and as he opened it, the people all stood up. Ezra praised the Lord,
the great God; and all the people lifted their hands and responded, “Amen!
Amen!” Then they bowed down and worshiped the Lord with their faces to the
ground. The Levites—Jeshua, Bani, Sherebiah, Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai,
Hodiah, Maaseiah, Kelita, Azariah, Jozabad, Hanan and Pelaiah—instructed the
people in the Law while the people were standing there. They read from the Book
of the Law of God, making it clear and giving the meaning so that the people
understood what was being read. Then Nehemiah the governor, Ezra the priest
and teacher of the Law, and the Levites who were instructing the people said to
them all, “This day is holy to the Lord your God. Do not mourn or weep.” For all
the people had been weeping as they listened to the words of the Law. 1Nehemiah
said, “Go and enjoy choice food and sweet drinks, and send some to those who
have nothing prepared. This day is holy to our Lord. Do not grieve, for the joy of
the Lord is your strength” (Neh. 8:5).
The Christian’s hope does not come from constant success, but from knowing God and
His sovereignty. The joy of the Lord is their strength. His power gives optimism and
hope for the future that goes beyond logical understanding.
Worry
Most successful people have also learned how to temper worry. Shawn Achor
says that “the belief that worrying will prevent bad things from happening is one of the
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greatest enemies of positive genius.”22 Christians should have no problem with that
statement, as it so closely reflects a statement made by Jesus in His sermon on the mount:
“Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day
has enough trouble of its own” (Matt. 6:34). Jesus’ proclamation has been proven by
many modern-day scientists. Researchers at Harvard and other institutions discovered
that anxiety destroys the proteins at the end of our chromosomes called telomeres. This
change rapidly accelerates the aging process.23 On the other hand, when people spend
time focusing on positive feelings for a few minutes, they significantly lower their levels
of worry and pessimism. This does not only decrease anxiety; it also raises performance
on tests of memory and critical skills by 10 to 15 percent.24
Celebration
Another effective aspect of a positive mental outlook is the importance of
celebration, joy, and appreciation. Too often, success is under-celebrated while failure is
over-bemoaned. Taking time to appreciate accomplishments is not only gratifying, “it
also leads to better performance.”25 Tal Ben-Shahar and Angus Ridgway point out that
“one of the best ways to enhance positive emotions and restore energy is to write about
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positive experiences.”26 A primary benefit of success is the gratitude that can be shown
after a victory. Messages of appreciation contribute significantly to the happiness of the
giver and the recipient. They also improve the relationship of the parties involved. This
concept should introduce us to the benefits of celebrating successes in our prayers.
Emmons and McCullough performed studies that demonstrated how writing down things
for which we are grateful each night before going to bed leads to higher levels of
happiness and optimism, as well as to better performance and improved health.27 If the
Church continues to encourage a theology that doubts the potential of successes to be
celebrated, a lack of celebration will stifle growth and create an inability to recognize
potential successes. Similarly, if the Church doubts the sustainability of victories that are
touted, a lack of appreciation will restrain achievement.
Perception
After looking at the results of some recent research, Achor concludes, “changing
how you perceive the size of your target—that is, how you perceive the likelihood of
success—can have the same cognitive benefits as increasing your perceived proximity to
it.”28 It seems like common sense to say, but believing that a goal is achievable helps
people achieve that goal. In addition, perception of the difficulty of reaching a goal
affects an individual’s ability to hit that goal. In an experiment published in 2012, golfers
were asked to putt a ball into a hole. The researchers then used other, larger circles to
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create an optical illusion that made the hole look smaller, and the golfers’ success rate
declined. Then they used smaller circles to make the hole look bigger, and the golfers’
success rate improved. Even though the hole size never changed, the golfer missed their
mark more often when the target was perceived as more difficult to hit.29 Perception
affects performance.
Achor points out in Before Happiness that only when individuals choose to
believe that they live in a world where “challenges can be overcome, our behavior
matters, and change is possible can we summon all our drive, energy and emotional and
intellectual resources to make that change happen.”30 Individuals whose brains are more
regularly focused on positive thoughts have a greater chance of succeeding, and
individuals who believe that success is possible are more likely to find the path to
success. Those people are not blind to the negative realities of life, but they also
recognize they have the potential to do something about it. Social scientists have long
discussed the true predictors of success. They disagree about whether grades in school,
standardized testing scores, physical attractiveness, work ethic, emotional intelligence, or
mental intelligence is the best forecaster. The reality is that all of these matter to a certain
extent, but it is a person’s mindset, his or her grit, that knits all of these qualities together.
The question then becomes, “how can we learn to harness and apply all of the various
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intelligences?”31 Success is not about how much intelligence you have. It’s about how
much of that intelligence you believe you can use to accomplish something desirable.32
A positive mental outlook is more than blind happiness or irrational optimism. It
is optimism that is rooted in an individual’s power to accomplish something. The famous
analogy of the half full or half empty glass paints a picture of an optimist who sees the
current situation as good and a pessimist who sees the current situation as bad. There is,
however, a third option. A successful person will seek a pitcher of water to fill the glass.
Achor labels these people “positive geniuses,” people who can see a great range of
opportunities, possibilities, and paths to success.33 Positive geniuses recognize that theirs
is not the only vantage point and other interpretations of reality exist. Then they choose to
believe or pursue the most valuable reality.
Positivity and Semiotics
One of the most important criteria of a successful world-changer is the ability to
understand the world or read the signs of the times. Sweet says, “Disciples of Jesus must
learn to read the sign-language of the Spirit.”34 If we are unable to read the signs of the
times (see Matthew 16:2-3), we will miss opportunities to join Jesus in His continuing
mission. Pessimists either lack the ability or the desire to see or validate good potentials.
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Their vision of the future is therefore obscured. Positive people are able to see both the
good and bad potentials and are energized by the pursuit of the good.
Beth Kuhel says, “Positive thinkers always see the big picture and they tend to be
the most grateful people.”35 Pessimism and negative affect may actually cause Christians
to fail to read the signs of the times. A study at the University of Toronto concluded that
our mood can change how our eyes, more specifically our visual cortex, process
information. In that experiment, individuals were made to feel either happy or sad, then
they asked those individuals to look at a series of pictures. Those people who were made
to feel sad failed to process many of the details of the images, but the individuals who
were made to feel happy saw much more. This conclusion is similar to the conclusion of
eye-tracking experiments. The positive emotions that test subjects experienced improved
their ability to recognize details in a picture.36
For people who think negatively, the range of possible outcomes of a situation is
limited. In her book Positivity, Barbara L. Fredrickson writes about her research that
shows that when the brain is negative, it operates in fight-or-flight mode, but when your
brain is positive it can use its full range of intellectual, social, and emotional resources to
recognize new ways of finding solutions.37 “Thus a more positive employee is more
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likely to see avenues for job advancement in a company. A positive entrepreneur is able
to see more open niches in the marketplace. A positive student is able to see more
fellowships or scholarships to apply for. A positive athlete will see more players to pass
to on the field, and so on.”38 Carmine Gallo writes that “optimists see the big picture”
when other people are distracted by the way things are and the potential for things to get
worse.39
If we lack the ability to read the signs, we will not only fail to recognize how to
participate in God’s active work in the world, we will also lack the ability to
communicate with the world. David Banks asserts that “the Church must make use of
semiotically aware imagery to communicate how this message [that though we are
broken, God, in His mercy and through Jesus Christ, offers to graciously put us back
together again] is real for us.”40 But how will Christians do this if they are unable to see
the signs because they are skeptical of the possibility of a church with a bright future? It
is through an image-rich communication of the gospel that Christians will successfully
incarnate the good of news of Jesus Christ to the world.41 Images make the message
powerful, memorable, and emotional. They connect us to the story, and that emotional
connection is a primary key of lasting discipleship. Christine Mutch claims that,
in order for people to be transformed into the image of Christ in a deeply personal
and sustainable way, practitioners must intentionally capitalize on the brain’s
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emotional system, the powerful network which drives attention, memory,
motivation, and decision-making, as well as one’s ability to engage in
transformational relationships with others and with God.42
A famous experiment performed by Christopher Chabris and Daniel Simons
asked students to count the number of times a ball was passed in a game of catch. The
students were so fixated on counting, about half of them completely failed to recognize
that a person dressed as a gorilla walked through the scene. In their book, Chabris and
Simons write, “we vividly experience some aspects of our world, particularly those that
are the focus of our attention. But this rich experience inevitably leads to the erroneous
belief that we process all of the detailed information around us.”43 If an individual is
watching for signs of decline and decay, he will see them, while failing to recognize the
signs of improvement and health.
At the back of the eyeball, the part that cannot absorb the light coming into the
eye is called the blind spot. There are always unknown areas in a person’s reality, and
each person can choose to assume the contents of those areas are good or bad. Pessimists
assume that the areas they can’t see are filled with dangers, dead ends, disease, and
failure. Irrational optimists choose to believe that blind spots are filled with ease,
comfort, and predictability. “The positive genius fills in the blind spot with information
that is true and valid and that leads to positive growth.”44
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Positive Psychology in Groups
Perhaps the most valuable news for the Church about the productivity of a
positive mental outlook is that the discoveries of positive psychology apply to the
production of groups, not just of individuals. The principle that pleasant and unpleasant
emotions fuel and deplete energy transfers almost indistinguishably from individuals to
groups.45 Groups whose emotions are mostly positive are more motivated, more creative,
and harder working. They are better learners and more adaptable to the pace of change.
They are more physically healthy, and they have better group cohesion and
organizational commitment.46 How do forward thinkers lead groups to a positive mental
outlook and set a tone of optimism? They make their own joy and optimism visible—and
therefore contagious.
V. S. Ramachandran discovered the existence of mirror neurons, as documented
in The Neurons That Shaped Civilization, when he discovered that neurons in the frontal
and parietal cortexes of macaque monkeys fire both when a monkey grabs something and
when the monkey watches another monkey grad the same item.47 Further research has
shown that these neurons exist in humans, and those neurons are not limited to the motor
cortex.48 What conclusion did that lead scientists to? It revealed the existence of
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emotional contagion. Individuals are constantly and involuntarily adopting the emotions
of others. Paul told the church in Corinth that “bad company corrupts good character” (1
Cor. 15:33 NLT). He was right. In addition, individuals mirror the emotions and actions
of their leaders more strongly that they do other group members.
Tony Schwarz points out that “the more you’re able to move your attention to
what makes you feel good, the more capacity you’ll have to manage whatever was
making you feel bad in the first place.”49 If this is true not only about individuals but also
about groups, that should give organizations the power to change the course of their
businesses using a positive mental outlook, but promoting positivity does not mean
“living in denial, operating on blind faith, or ignoring problems.”50 It means groups
would be wise to pursue a good outcome to a difficult situation and believe that a good
outcome is possible.
Clergy are frequently familiar with effective methods of tone-setting and visioncasting. Their tone of communication can come across as enthusiasm, motivation, and
exhortation, or it can fall into the tempting tones of correction, warning, or even
conspiracy theory. The balance of tone has shifted too often to the latter. A congregation
inundated with negative potentials, alarmism, and fear-mongering will drift quickly
toward negativity. The danger of this common habit of religious communication cannot
be overstated. Not only will it lead individuals to unhealthy habits; it will also hinder
their ability to be discipled and to serve as advocates for the Christian mission.
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Leaders cannot force people to think positively, but they can instill positive
realities into their thinking. Shawn Achor gives three strategies for transferring positivity
to groups. They are success franchising (coming up with a positive behavioral change
that is easily replicated), script writing (changing a prevailing social script by making it
positive), and creating shared narrative (creating value and meaning by appealing to
emotion).51
Proverbs 13:20 says, “Walk with the wise and become wise, for a companion of
fools suffers harm.” Not only will these strategies introduce more positive people to the
organization, but it is also far easier for an individual to sustain positivity when he or she
is surrounded by positive people. Positivity is contagious in both directions. This does not
mean that the church should avoid disseminating negative feedback or facing undesirable
realities. Instead it should avoid unnecessary negativity.
Firefighters and Pastors
With so many fires, line-of-duty deaths, and other critical incidents, in addition to
the wear and tear of daily life, the firefighting profession is among the most stressful
jobs. It is widely believed that firefighters are at a greater risk of developing mental
health difficulties, and firefighters commit suicide at a higher rate than the rest of society.
Colleen Martin argues that these factors interfere with firefighters’ ability to have healthy
relationships, perform their jobs, and take care of themselves.52 It can be argued that the
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life of a pastor is similar to the life of a firefighter. Although the suicide rate of the
pastors is below the average of the societies in which they reside, presumably due to a
biblical foundation, the stresses of the pastorate are significant. This stress is
compounded by the dominant belief that it is the pastor’s job to express God’s
displeasure with and imminent demolition of the world.
In light of the evidence of the benefits of a positive mental outlook, the depressing
culture that clergy operate in will not help them reach their full potential to reach as many
people as possible with the good news of Jesus Christ. One might argue that finding ways
to make the occupation less depressing is watering down the calling, but maybe that line
of reasoning is what caused half of all employees to leave their job to get away from their
manager.53 The 1,500 clergy who leave the pastorate every month were not able to rely
solely on their biblical foundation as a source of excitement for the mission.54
In an excellent direction for pastors, John Piper writes,
Whatever measure of pessimism a pastor may feel or I may feel about our own
society as Christians, we should be long-term optimists. And I think
premillennialists and amillennialists can say this with as much or more confidence
than postmillennialists, though everybody can say it in those three camps. Sooner
or later Christ is, in fact, going to break into this world and put everything right.
He is going to cast the weeds into outer darkness, and he is going to establish his
kingdom, and the world will be full of the glory of the Lord like the waters cover
the sea, and righteousness and justice and peace will kiss all for the glory of
Christ. That is coming and we should be deeply, deeply confident and optimistic
about it.55
Christians should be long-term optimists.
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Pessimism
Causes of Pessimism
Social scientists have shown that some individuals are wired with a disposition
toward a positive mental outlook, and some are wired with a bend toward a negative
mental outlook, but genetics only accounts for half (or less) of the factors that lead a
person to be pessimistic or optimistic. No matter what their genetic predisposition,
humans have the ability to express whichever psychology they choose.56 We can
overcome our genetic programming, and happiness is a state of mind that can be
achieved.57 Happiness can be found even in dark times. In order to accomplish anything
difficult in life, effort is required. Unfortunately, the church seems to have dedicated its
efforts to convincing the world that a life of pessimism is the desirable option.
As a result of recent declines and poor eschatological considerations, the
American church is pessimistic, causing a lack of long-game strategy to lead all people to
a saving faith in Jesus Christ. The Christian church must adopt long-game strategies that
optimistically seek to create systems to foster growth. In order to accomplish this, the
American Christian church would be wise to do away with under-developed theologies
that cause it to use short-game strategies to reach a few people in the days before the
building collapses and instead adopt long-game strategies that trust the building’s
foundation while they are used by God to reach many people.
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Scheier and Carver prove that “optimism confers benefits on what people do and
what people are able to achieve in times of adversity.”58 They go on to say that
people’s actions are greatly influenced by their expectations about the
consequences of those actions. People who see desired outcomes as attainable
continue to strive toward those outcomes, even when progress becomes difficult
or slow. Alternatively, if outcomes seem sufficiently unattainable (regardless of
the reason for the difficulty), people withdraw their effort and disengage
themselves from the goals that they have set, even if the consequences of such
disengagement are at times severe. Thus, we see people’s expectancies as a major
determinant of the disjunction between two general classes of behavior: continued
striving vs. giving up and turning away.59
If “optimism is also correlated with measures of personality characteristics that are more
positive in nature such as self-mastery, locus of control, and self-esteem,”60 and
happiness leads to success, why has the church failed to recognize this obvious
contributing cause of numerical and influential decline?
Pessimism Doesn’t Look Good
A University of Massachusetts study showed that “positive affect tends to
increase more when visual and auditory emotional information is congruent versus
incongruent.”61 In this study, individuals were shown positive visual stimulation and
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negative visual stimulation, and the positive visual stimulation produced positive
emotions. Pastor John Burke, author of No Perfect People Allowed: Creating a Come as
You Are Culture in the Church, wisely observes, “Generally, emerging generations do not
ask, ‘What is true?’ They are primarily asking, ‘Do I want to be like you?’ They see truth
as relational. If I want to be like you, then I want to consider what you believe. If I don’t
see anything real or attractive in you or your friends as Christ-followers, I don’t care how
‘true’ you think it is, I’m not interested.”62 We cannot forget the negative effect
pessimism has on the way the world sees the church. It’s not attractive, and considering
our primary objective to “make disciples of all nations,” our pessimistic attitudes are
unhelpful.
Beth Kuhel says, “Positive people tend to be some of our biggest influencers in
society and some of the world’s most successful people. Their special charisma comes
from how they react to difficulty and challenges and how they use every experience as a
stepping-stone toward a better future.”63 This obvious fact should lead us to adopt a
positive tone in order to more effectively influence society. This is not to say that we
should adopt a fantasy Christianity that claims following Christ will only result in easy
living and incessant positive emotions. Rather, optimism for the future of Christianity
will attract people. It’s difficult to trust a sinking ship.
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CONCLUSION:
HOPE FOR THE FUTURE LEADS TO A HOPEFUL FUTURE
Positivity in the Real World
As the pastor of the largest church in our town, there is no shortage of people
telling me what I should actively take a stand against. Many people believe I should
regularly warn our people that the end of the world is near, that my message should be
one of fear of fire. I have instead chosen to adopt a message of love and hope. I grew up
around churches that preached legalistic holiness in such a way that it scared most of the
kids I grew up with away from the Church. I grew up around churches that expected the
world to get worse and worse until eventually it got so bad that Jesus got tired of us and
would come to burn everyone who lacked holiness. It’s no wonder that the church in
America is declining numerically. That’s what we predicted many decades ago. It is a
self-fulfilling prophecy. It is energizing to remember that the Left Behind books are not
part of the biblical canon and the Church does have a bright future after all.
It has become cliché to say that the Church should be known more for what it is
for rather than what it is against, but that sentiment has not pierced the selfish, human
desire to make everyone else in the world look and act like we do. That rhetoric has not
yet caused us to change our methods in such a way that we lead with hospitality and
grace. We can say we want to be known for what we are for, but we should then follow it
up by saying what exactly it is we will stop being against. We have to be for more than
just filling seats, building big buildings, and impressing peers. Our passion for the gospel
should be obvious. Our excitement about the life-giving power of a relationship with God
should be irresistible. Our grateful joy for the lives we get to live should make pre-
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Christians desire to follow the one who taught us how to truly live and become who we
were created to be.
Optimism produces perseverance. In the same way that Nehemiah told the tired
temple builders to allow the joy of the Lord to be their strength, the Church should spur
Christians on with the confidence that comes from knowing that God will be victorious.
My brother, Billy Wilson, the District Superintendent of the Mountain Plains District of
the Wesleyan Church, told me that “the greatest attribute of a good leader could be
resilience.” He reminded me of an experience in which we heard Bill Self, the great
coach of the Kansas Jayhawks, respond to a question right after he fell short of making it
to the Final Four in 2007. The interviewer asked if it was hard to gear up for another run
after such a disappointment. Self replied, “If you’re a true competitor, you don’t have a
choice.” The next year, Bill Self took the Kansas Jayhawks back to the Final Four, but
this time he didn’t have to respond to questions about failure because the Kansas
Jayhawks won it all.
Who are the “true competitors” in God’s Kingdom? They are the eternal optimists
among us. They are the pastors who partner with pastors from other denominations to tell
a community that Jesus loves them. They are the saints, like my friend Joy, who play on
the worship team because they know it reaches young people even though they don’t
really like the style of music. They are prayer warriors, like my friend Richard, who
demonstrate that the Christian mission is worth sacrificing for. They are the layevangelists, like my friend Lyle, who see every pre-Christians as a future child of God,
even if they don’t know it yet. They are the Sunday School teachers, like my friend June,
who write letters with their students to people in prison, encouraging them with messages
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of God’s unconditional love. They are the church board members, like my friend Jim,
who push us to believe we can reach more young people with the gospel. God is the
prototypical optimist, and look at His track record. Christians, follow His lead.
Time and time again, the church gets distracted by the pharisaical desire to make
everyone in the world conform to our standards before they even believe in Him who we
claim made those standards, and many of those standards are conjured with little biblical
support. In fear of swinging the pendulum too far away from living moral lives, we cling
to our rules like the Pharisees, forcing healthy living on a world of people who would be
drawn to the guidance of Scripture if they first surrendered to its Author. We must not see
ourselves as the morality police but as the proclaimers of good news—the best news. If
we are driven by our disdain for the behavior of those we hope to reach, the credibility of
our “come as you are” messaging will be lost. It will drive people away, and it will fulfill
our prophecy of the demise of the church.
Assured Longevity
A positive, optimistic message can and will aid in the reversal of the decline of
the Christian church that is built on the solid foundations of Jesus Christ, who assured its
longevity. Jesus says in Matthew 16:18-19, “And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this
rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it. I will give you
the keys of the kingdom of heaven; whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven,
and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.” Christians have much reason
to have faith in the endurance of the Church, and the optimism that faith will cause will
actually improve the odds of a successful outcome. Christian theologians who deny the
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hopeful message of Scripture are leading their Christian followers to unnecessary failure
because their belief in inevitable failure has decreased their chances of success.
The optimistic church of the future will take a cue from Jonathan Edwards and
other postmillennialists who foster a spirit of excitement for the future of the Church
rather than anger at and seclusion from pre-Christians. It will graciously reach out to
millennials and Generation Z with language they can understand while being less
distracted by arguments about secondary theologies and political concerns, and it will
allow optimism itself to open its eyes to the full range of future evangelistic possibilities.
The decline of the church in America should not be seen as a future certainty,
prophesied by either Old Testament or New Testament prophets. There is plenty of
reason to believe that the Christian church in the United States will see a revival, even
soon, and that optimism itself could actually be part of the solution the Church is looking
for. When the Church became militant toward and angry at the world, it caused the world
to see the Church in a very different way than it saw Jesus. The good news is that the
youngest generations are ready to hear Jesus’ message of hope and grace, and the hope
that is caused by knowing that there is reason to be optimistic about the future will
actually develop a positive mental outlook that will help the church achieve the goal of
the Great Commission.
Where We Go from Here
In the year 2000, when the elders of MetroChurch in Edmond, Oklahoma made
the kingdom-minded decision to become part of the Life.Church congregation, the pastor
of Life.Church, Craig Groeschel, made the optimistic decision to try something he had
never seen succeed: he launched a second campus. That brave decision has not only
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played a huge role in making Life.Church one of the largest churches in the United
States, it also changed the way many churches think about reaching new people. At the
time of the expansion, Groeschel said, “The church needs to adapt, to provide people
with options of times, locations and worship options.”1 Groeschel later said, “There’s an
epidemic of negativity around the world…I’m not optimistic based on what I feel. I’m
optimistic based on what God says.”2 He recently preached a teaching series called Stay
Positive. The description of that series includes the following: “Cynicism and negativity
may be the easy choice, but they’re not the best choice. If you seek what’s good, you'll
see what’s good. Let’s embrace the way we’re created to think and stay positive.”3
Optimism can open avenues for future church growth by producing confidence, as
it does in the best entrepreneurs. When Paul made the unpopular decision to extend the
Christian invitation to the Gentiles, he expanded the reach of Christianity (Acts 9:15).
When the printing press was used to make the Bible more readily available, the world
became more aware of the Christian message.4 The church grew when Whitefield and
Wesley broke with the norm by investing in field preaching.5 When optimistic Christians
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do what is out of the ordinary because they believe it can produce growth of the body of
Christ, they participate in the advancement of the Great Commission.
The Christian who risks his or her reputation to try something unpopular to
produce the next great Christian revival will not be a pessimist. The congregation that
discovers how to reach Generation Z with the gospel message on a large scale will not be
pastored by a cynical person. The next Martin Luther will see potential when others fear
change. The next Jonathan Edwards will believe the Great Commission is achievable, and
the next Billy Graham will believe Jesus’ promise that nothing can overcome His Church
(Matt. 16:18).
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APPENDIX A:
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Answer Choices

Responses
(Percentage)

Responses
(Count)

Hostility toward Christianity in the world is
increasing.

81.36%

48

Sinfulness is the world is increasing.

69.49%

41

Violence in the world is increasing.

62.71%

37

Hostility toward Christianity will continue to increase
until Jesus returns.

69.49%

41

Sinfulness will continue to increase until Jesus
returns.

64.41%

38

Violence will continue to increase until Jesus returns.

54.24%

32

Hostility toward Christianity in the world is
decreasing.

8.47%

5

Sinfulness in the world is decreasing.

3.39%

2

Violence in the world is decreasing.

11.86%

7

Hostility toward Christianity will continue to decrease
until Jesus returns.

1.69%

1

Sinfulness will continue to decrease until Jesus
returns.

1.69%

1

Violence will continue to decrease until Jesus returns.

3.39%

2

Total Respondents: 59
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